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1 Introduction
The present annex of the Data Management Plan of the MAGIC project (henceforth DMP) contains the
specification of the basic file format which NIS software can process to build and analyze MAGIC case
studies that are formalized according to the MuSIASEM 2.0 approach [1].
The Nexus Information System, NIS, is a software system (a collection of integrated software modules,
[2]) developed in MAGIC, aiming to support aspects of MuSIASEM approach (iterative, and
collaborative) and MuSIASEM accounting method, plus requirements for open data stemming from the
Open Research Data Pilot in H2020. As such, processes taking place in the context of NIS, as well as
procedures to be enacted by users, should be compliant with the MAGIC DMP. This Annex complements
the DMP in the way it specializes and exemplifies the design of the file format related to the msm folder
in the tree of folders prescribed in the MAGIC data repository, along with some core functions of the
NIS. Live and/or recorded tutorials, along with a complete user manual, will further support the
spreading of the NIS and will be aligned to the still developing MuSIASEM approach for Quantitative
Story-Telling in MAGIC.
NIS key workflow consists in reading a special tabularly formatted file, which is the main subject of this
document, to construct a MuSIASEM model, then elaborate it (for different aspects of the model:
algebraically, structurally – i.e., checking constraints, logically – using simple rules, statistically – e.g.,
running sensitivity analysis) and finally extract the information obtained from the construction and
solving stages, potentially producing different kinds of output files.
The subject of this document refines the NIS vision [2] working draft and is fully compatible with the
general processes as envisioned into the Slim Internal Report [3] and the analytical stage as described
in the Guidelines for QST [4] released late October 2018 for internal circulation to the MAGIC
consortium.
As part of the DMP, this annex too should be intended as a living document, open also to internal
requests for purposeful changes and eventual integrations, so it will be kept on the cloud and any
update will be timely notified to the partners.
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2 Document structure
The content of the document is organized according to the logic of construction (through a declarative
process) of the analytical form of MAGIC case studies (henceforth simply ’case studies') sketched in the
following diagram:

Figure 1: relationships among the document sections (and the related items).
To contextualize a bit, the document starts with an “Overview” of the format (why the structure, file
format, organization, ...). “Entities”, which are the basic blocks enabling NIS to translate MuSIASEM case
studies into formally tractable models, are explained in a section following “Overview”. “Patterns”
section enumerates pieces of case studies which repeat in different case studies and are constructed
from Entities. There is a section dedicated to explaining that there are multiple “Approaches to
(specifying) case studies”. The boxes “Commands”, “Fields”, “Syntactic elements” depict the
hierarchical structure of the case study format: it is based on a sequence of commands (one command
per worksheet); commands are collections of fields (normally repeated each row), and fields have a
syntax defined by syntactic elements (many fields can share the same syntax). There are sections
dedicated to the “Syntactic elements”, followed by the reference of “Commands” mentioning each of
the “Fields”.
The document ends mentioning other formats which can result from NIS operations.
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3 Overview
For NIS, the structure of a case study (the processors and how they and their interfaces are
interconnected) is specified through a file containing a spreadsheet in .xlsx format, organized and
written in a precisely defined way, described in this section and demonstrated in the following section.

3.1 Why spreadsheet
Spreadsheet software calls each file a “workbook”, which for the purpose of this format is a sequence
of worksheets, treated as matrices (other elements like charts or macros are not considered). This
structure is used by NIS to build and pre-process case studies (NIS idea is wider in the sense that it is
open to later processes, by using products of this preprocessing; this potential is out of the scope of this
document; formats of products are briefly mentioned at the end), interpreting the information in the
worksheets reading them from left to right. Each worksheet contains a single “command”, with a header
specifying a set of fields (mandatory or optional), followed by one or more rows which are interpreted
to construct the case study model, according to MuSIASEM concepts and methods.
The choice of this particular way of organizing case studies using a workbook comes from the following
considerations:
● Most MuSIASEM case studies preceding NIS have been elaborated using spreadsheet software.
● Spreadsheet software is a skill of many people, inside and outside MAGIC project so many of the
potential users are quite familiar with preparing and reading the tabular format.
● Mainstream data processing languages Python and “R” use “data frame” structures, very similar
to the worksheets composing a workbook.
● Other alternatives were considered:
○ Graphical diagrams: Although efforts in this sense were done at the beginning of the
project: Wiki draft diagrams, Processors editor prototype, a diagram language was
determined to be out of scope because:
■ MuSIASEM methods and case studies needs are in continuous expansive (both
semantical -complex models must be built- and analytical -complex questions
have to be answered-) evolution:
● The formal language should be stabilized before designing the visual
language.
■ Cost of developing a visual user interface. While programming a formal text
syntactic parser is relatively easy, designing and implementing a set of integrated
graphical diagrams is a quite time taking task.
■ Not so easy to read-reproduce, would need access to a working NIS incorporating
the graphical tool. A spreadsheet can be read and modified by people
understanding MuSIASEM concepts and a bit of the NIS format.
○ (External) Domain Specific Language (DSL): building a dedicated computer language has
also been considered. It has been discarded because:
■ MuSIASEM and case studies are currently in continuous expansive evolution
(same as before). Changes in the syntax would break previous case studies and
would force users to learn changes. On the contrary, changes in the spreadsheet
format are local to fields, where the syntax is extended or modified.
12
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■ Although a DSL would not require investing so many resources compared with
the graphical language, users would have the steepest learning curve between
the three alternatives.
■ Implementing a text editor with syntax assistance (automatic completion) is quite
costly. The Spreadsheet approach requires learning the syntax for each field but
not for higher level elements.
Below, a table summarizing the decision criteria, marking in bold the best alternative, and in grey
options forcing not considering the alternative for further development.
Table 1: multiple criteria comparisons of candidate approaches.
Spreadsheet

Graphical diagrams

Domain-specific
language

Analysis cost

Lowest

Highest

Middle

Development cost

Lowest

Highest

Middle

Learn curve for users

Middle

Lowest

Highest, Middle (if
automatic completion
tools available)

Readability

Middle

Highest

Middle

Reproducibility (a
triple tie, all require
NIS)

Middle

Middle

Middle

Follow the evolution
of MuSIASEM

Highest

Lowest

Middle

Specific tools required

No. Yes, if assisted Yes
validation is required

No. Yes, if automatic
completion is required

Integrate support
specification of tables
of data

Yes

Yes

No

3.2 Why .xlsx
● “.xlsx” can be read by a wide range of applications: Excel, LibreOffice Calc, Python, R, Matlab, …
● No other format was identified so apt to containing a workbook which could be processed
directly by spreadsheet software. The alternatives considered were: NetCDF, Matlab’s “.mat”,
JSON, XML, OpenOffice/LibreOffice “.ods”. NetCDF is a quite powerful format for scientific data
but it would require installing third-party plugins to load/save using either Excel or LibreOffice
Calc. Using “.mat” to read/write using Excel would require a Matlab license or a specific
13
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development that would require maintenance. JSON and XML would also require a specific way
of formatting, adding no advantage either to programmatic access (machines) or to readability
(human). The main contender was “.ods”. Although it is supported by both Excel and open
software packages, surprisingly reading/writing programmatically is not so easy as it is “.xlsx”.
● Although it is a format created by Microsoft, the basic parts of it (the only ones used by NIS) are
an open standard (ISO/IEC 29500-1:2016 - https://www.iso.org/standard/71691.html).

3.3 Commands
The construction of a MuSIASEM model in NIS (whose structures and data can be exploited by solvers
and organized in different ways by distinct modules, viz., for custom visualization, scenario simulation
and sensitivity analyses) can be achieved executing a sequence of commands.
The current format can contain a command per worksheet. Worksheet-commands are read and
executed one by one, from left to right.
Commands include the declaration of indicators to enable the diagnostic approach to case studies via
the construction of case-study-specific dashboards (see “Benchmarks”, “ScalarIndicators”,
“MatrixIndicators”).

3.4 General
MuSIASEM approach (and the MAGIC toolkit accordingly) encompasses different stages toward the
construction of suitable models and the quantitative analysis for QST about case studies:
1. Preanalytical stages for the categorization of relevant variables and selection of data sources.
2. (semantic-to-formal mapping) Specification, where MuSIASEM concepts are used to build a
model based on the decisions made in the previous stage.
3. Solving, where the data and constraints specified in the model are propagated as much as
possible.
4. Extraction, where indicators (scalar or matrix) are extracted from the information present in the
solved model.
5. Analysis of results. Visualization and interpretation of results.

Figure 2: stages toward the quantitative analysis.
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With reference to the a.m. Guidelines for QST, the following ties could be recognized:
Stage 1 is related to the quality check of issue definition;
Stages 2, 3 and 4 serve the quality check on integrated analysis;
Stages 5 is intended to sustain the quality check on deliberative process.
The iterative and collaborative nature of MuSIASEM methodology allows stepping back from any stage
to a previous one once a base model has been defined.
The set of commands identified currently serves for specification, and also encompasses basic solving
and extraction commands. During the pre-analytical stage, MAGIC analysts could frame the narrative
for QST about a case study by different not strictly formalized activities (viz., participating in meetings,
examining bibliography, drawing diagrams, surveying data sources, etc.) and would produce a set of
unstructured documents that report them. The specification stage is chiefly performed by MuSIASEM
architects who materialize grammars based on these documents.
Once the specification format is interpreted by NIS, the main module will apply a basic elaboration
scheme which uses a fixed realization of available parameters for each of the scenarios under analysis
(in the future other solving schemes may consider scenarios where not only quantities change but also
degree of openness of the system, technology mixes structuring some functional processors and other
processor relationships; or non-numeric solver may perform a sensitivity analysis on the processors
network structure itself – e.g., the length and redundancy of paths). For extraction of results, the
designed approach is based on first elaborating scalar indicators which, together with other processor
attributes (interfaces mainly) would compose a matrix. Moving from these constructs it is suitable to
cover the needs for scalar ratios and having different matrices – like the end-use, environmental impact,
or externalization matrices.

3.5 Methods for generation of case study files
It is important to understand that files following the format presented in this document can be
submitted to NIS, whose structure regarding the main process is shown in the following figure:

Figure 3: processes (green boxes) in NIS along with their input and output.
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It shows that once a case study file is submitted to NIS, it is analyzed (parsed) and executed command
by command, producing a model in memory. Once the model is prepared, it can be queried, to
elaborate a series of file types, depending on the purpose of post-submission steps.
With regard to the elaboration of a case study file in the Preanalytic step, NIS has planned the possibility
to help user with tools of the following types:
● Manual production of case study files (Web frontend): a simple web user interface which
integrates a web spreadsheet is provided by NIS, such that, before submitting a file it can be
reviewed and modified, and once submitted, errors and warnings can be corrected. Also, if the
execution is successful, simple visualizations will be possible, and also requesting outputs in the
supported file formats.
● Browser Wizards (Javascript client): for exploratory or communicative purposes, it is interesting
to develop simple wizard-like interfaces allowing casual users to examine the behavior of
systems changing some structures and parameters. It is expected to prepare a thin API to mimic
data-frames (available in Python and R), which are very similar to single worksheets. The wizard
would translate the inputs gathered by the user interface of the wizard into the necessary
workbook, submit, and ask for the results to visualize them appropriately.
● An exploratory platform, e.g. JupyterLab (plain APIs for Python and R): for the construction of
live documents, Jupyter (and possible alternatives) allow mixing rich descriptions, with
visualizations. Because both Python and R can be used, an API for commands following the
format exposed in this document would enable the construction of case studies of any size, and
analysts would have the flexibility to iteratively add elements and explore results.
From another perspective, the availability of APIs enables scaling and exploitation of MuSIASEM models
by means of external frameworks, with opportunities to adopt even two potential advanced approaches
(both out of the scope of MAGIC):
● Complex dynamic simulations: it is possible to think in the development of a process embedding
the simulation of a complex dynamic system (maybe combining integrated models for energy,
water, food, society, land, etc.), where the flows/funds interesting from the point of view of
MuSIASEM would be accumulated along the simulation time, such that when the simulation has
finished it would be capable of generating a case study file submittable to NIS to obtain
diagnostic or prognostic results back.
● Multi-agent systems: integration of NIS as a service in a multi-agent system, where different AI
agents could cooperate to contribute information (quantities and relations) about Processors.

3.6 Evolution of the format
MuSIASEM methodology and case studies elaborated using the methodology are in constant evolution.
Also, the previous considerations, where solving and elaboration of indicators is by default open for the
appearance of ideas. All this will for sure demand different kinds of change in the format: new or
enhanced commands, new or enhanced fields. Consequently, this annex is also open for revisions.
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4 Entities
The following section defines entities, which are the building blocks when modeling a MuSIASEM case
study. Entities can be understood as a realization (in the model context) of grammar concepts – through
a mapping analogous to the structural-functional dichotomy in MuSIASEM. The concept behind each of
the entities come from MuSIASEM and SDMX, plus other instrumental concepts and common ones, like
parameters or references.

4.1 Processor (MuSIASEM)
Processor is the basic unit in the construction of a case study. It can be (functional or material) part of
a higher level processor (of more than one processor if needed, for function hierarchies) and at the
same time the container of lower level processors. Processors can be specified (and interpreted) to
have different purposes:
● functional or structural (or notional, a special type adopted to aid in the transition from
structural to functional),
● instance (part of the accounting) or archetype (used as a reference to build the model, but not
part of the accounting),
● intensive (unitary process) or extensive (a processor scaled to the adequate size in the case
study).
Almost all other entities are related directly or indirectly to it: it is a container for interfaces, attributes,
and local indicators, and serves directly or indirectly as a hub for all the kinds of relationship.
Processors can be theoretically framed with regard to:
● Holons, subsystems. A processor is a member of part-of hierarchies, where the context
(ancestors, descendants, and siblings, plus relationships between them) is also the definition of
the holon (a relative definition, as opposed to an absolute one).
● Functionals / structurals. Functional processors would be “goal processors”, structural
processors represent the material systems that contribute to one or more of these goals.
● Semiotic process and the 4 Aristotelian causes. MAGIC approach to QST embraces this upperlevel ontology for the explanation of objects of cognition, and the entity encompassing them is
the processor.
● Relational Analysis frame for MuSIASEM 2.0. Processors would be functions (abstract) or
function expressions. Although how a processor is constructed by another is not totally
represented, incoming funds represent which other processors are needed for a specific
processor to exist.

4.2 Interface (MuSIASEM)
Interfaces are the bindings loci for funds and flows that materialize processors, and it is where
quantitative accountability starts. Funds and flows are used in MuSIASEM according to the theory
proposed by Georgescu-Roegen.
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Interfaces can be also considered ports, i.e. structural places of the model where they can be connected
to other processors (either siblings or parent/children), also through their interfaces. One or more
“qualified quantities” can be attached to interfaces. These two features (quantification and relations),
enable accounting using aggregation and splitting of flow relations.
Interfaces have some important attributes: a direction (input or output), a Roegen type (flow or fund),
a realm or sphere (technosphere or biosphere), and an opposite processor type (local, environment or
external, a shortcut to save the specification of non-local processors). Moreover, they are bound to an
InterfaceType (see the next section), to avoid unintentionally mixing “apples and oranges”.

4.3 Interface Type (MuSIASEM)
InterfaceType is the first instrumental (not explicitly part of MuSIASEM) entity we find. All interfaces
must have one and only one InterfaceType. This is mainly to control, when specifying flows between
processors, that connections are established between interfaces of the same type.
InterfaceTypes can be organized in hierarchies (or flat lists). This is used when specifying how to
transform InterfaceTypes from a hierarchy to InterfaceTypes from another. It serves also to prepare
result datasets.
InterfaceTypes provide the convenience of collecting default values for Interface attributes which can
be saved from the specification of Interfaces.

4.4 Hierarchy (SDMX)
A Hierarchy definition starts with a collection of codes or labels, used to describe one of the features of
some information item (a Processor, an Interface, a Dimension in a Dataset, …). Codes in a Hierarchy
can have a parent and zero or more children. Also, codes in a Hierarchy can be organized in levels,
where each level has a set of member codes.
This entity is used both in MuSIASEM and in dataset definitions and is a simplified adaption of the SDMX
information model. It is versatile because it allows flat lists of codes (if no code has a parent), and
defining hierarchies rearranging codes from pre-existent hierarchies (in SDMX terms, the first are called
Hierarchy, the second Code List).

4.5 Hierarchy Group (SDMX)
A Hierarchy Group is a set of Hierarchies, similar to SDMX “Hierarchical Code Lists”.
Because Hierarchy and Code List are treated similarly, hierarchies conceptually being Code Lists are also
in a Hierarchy Group having a single Hierarchy, the Code List.

4.6 Hierarchies Mapping (SDMX)
When building MuSIASEM models it is quite common to use datasets from national statistical agencies.
Because these datasets use different classifications for concepts, a mechanism to relabel data is
18
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needed. Hierarchies-Mapping serves this purpose, it lets defining, pair by pair, how codes of an origin
hierarchy are assigned to codes in a destination hierarchy.

4.7 Dataset (SDMX)
A Dataset is a set of uniform tuples where elements at the same position in the different tuples are of
the same type, defined by a Concept (another SDMX term).
A Concept is one of three things: a Dimension, which is an attribute articulating the dataset (like
“Country”, “Year”), a Measure, which are the values in the dataset, or an Attribute, which are
information pieces accompanying Measures (like “Unit” or “Quality”). Concepts can be constrained by
a hierarchy.
The name and description of the dataset, the list of Concepts and the location of the data form the
Dataset definition.

4.8 Parameter
Parameters are literals or arithmetic/boolean expressions (trivially solvable, i.e., potentially referring to
other parameters) which can be used in expressions appearing elsewhere in the specification: interface
values, relationship weights, …
They add the potential for the development of solvers capable of trying multiple scenarios by modifying
values in different parameters.

4.9 Qualified Quantity (NUSAP)
A quantity attached to an interface. The number can be qualified with the other four standard (NUSAP)
attributes: unit, spread, assessment, pedigree (NUSAP attributes), time and source (an interface may
be measured-estimated differently according to multiple sources), plus a set of freely definable
attributes.

4.10 Binary Processors Relationship
Relations between pairs of processors. Currently, two types are implemented (more have been
considered for inclusion).

4.10.1 Part Of (MuSIASEM)
A relationship where one processor is considered part of another. The role of the first is child, the
second is parent. The “part-of” relationship serves to specify functional composition (or dependence;
not material containment). Although it is not common, a processor can be specified to be part of
multiple containing processors, consequently can participate in multiple hierarchies. Currently, there is
no distinction between “functionally part of” or “materially part of”, although the former is the one
important for MuSIASEM.
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4.10.2 Is A
“Is-a” means one of the processors is regarded as a specific subtype of another processor. It is not the
same as “functionally part of” (the previous relationship), it would be for a taxonomic classification of
functions helping accounting semantics. NIS recognizes the relation type but there is no current
application for it, although the command BareProcessors has a field “BehaveAs” which has equivalent
meaning regarding the accounting process.

4.11 Binary Interfaces Relationship
Relationships between pairs of interfaces. Here there are also two well-defined relation types.

4.11.1 Flow (MuSIASEM)
A flow relation is used to specify that part or all of the magnitude of the origin interface goes to the
destination interface. For a split, several relations going out of the origin interface into the different
destinations are needed. The same applies for a join into a destination interface from several origins.

4.11.2 Scale (MuSIASEM)
Scale is a relation by which an interface in a processor is constrained to be equal to the value of the
interface in another, times a scale factor, specified as a parameter for the relation. This relation is used
when upscaling (upscaling implies also a “part-of” relation).

4.12 Interface-Types Scale-Changer (MuSIASEM)
A bundle of interfaces members of the same interface types hierarchy, connecting two processors, can
be converted into interfaces of another interface types hierarchy, changing scale. For instance, this can
be used to convert from food types to macronutrients or, from an amount of a good to money. Scale
factors can be made dependent on the origin and/or destination context.

4.13 Attribute Type
AttributeType permits constraining the value of attributes to a domain, be it generic or specific.

4.14 Reference
A reference is a record which can be used at a later moment to indirectly embed into a MuSIASEM entity
a piece of information of the following types:
● Bibliographic reference. A set of fields used to define a document, based on BibTeX fields
(www.bibtex.org/Format/).
● Geographic dataset references define metadata for spatial datasets, using part of the elements
defined by the European Commission Regulation (EC) No 1205/2008, that implements the
Directive 2007/2/EC (Inspire) of the European Parliament and of the Council (https://eurlex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32008R1205). GeoJSON format is
expected to be supported (download must be publicly accessible from an URL), so when
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assigned to Codes in Hierarchies or when used in “GeolocationRef” attribute in Processors,
Interfaces or Flow Relations, plus an ID, a shape can be retrieved and potentially used to prepare
layers for geospatial viewers.
● Provenance reference. Information on aspects – organizational, procedural, sources – of how
quantities are produced. A simplification of the ontology proposed by a WWW Consortium
(W3C) Recommendation (https://www.w3.org/TR/prov-dm/#core-structures).
References are expressed by lists of fields having a special “ID” field which can be used later in fields of
other entities where the use of references is allowed.

4.15 Pedigree Matrix (NUSAP)
Pedigree matrices codify, in scales of few (3 to 7) ordered categories, different levels of achievement of
aspects of human knowledge or technology related to the estimation (diagnosis or prognosis) of the
quantities attached to interfaces, which help to assess the plausibility of numbers.
A quantity can be adorned with a reference to a pedigree matrix and to a level per each of the aspects
(columns) in the matrix. For instance, one of the pedigree matrices defined in the NUSAP book has four
aspect columns: “Theoretical structure”, “Data input”, “Peer acceptance”, “Colleague consensus”. And
each of the columns has a scale of five levels, so a codification could be 4233: level 4 of column
“Theoretical structure” (“Established theory”, the highest), and so on.

4.16 Indicators
Indicators are the numeric – scalar or matrix – formulas used as proxies to evaluate some key
performance relevant for a case study; once combined could be used for assessment with regard to the
high-level criteria of feasibility, viability and desirability.
The most used are: metabolic ratios (scalar), end-use matrix (local/externalized), environmental impact
matrix (local/global), environmental pressure matrix (local/externalized). Since the set of potential
indicators is quite heterogeneous, the aim is to devise Indicator commands enabling the specification
of formulas to capture in a simple way the different stages to construct an indicator: selection of origin
data, grouping of origin data, aggregation formulas for the different groups, and organization of output
data.
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5 Patterns
Case studies in MuSIASEM commonly make use of higher-level concepts which can be modeled using
the entities already mentioned. The following subsections enumerate those identified until the moment
of elaboration of the document:

5.1 Local context - Environment context - External context
In general terms, the environment as a whole (Gaia?) can be considered a Processor. Although society
is materially contained by the environment, because modeling considers society (and its metabolismrepair parts) functionally separate from the environment, the latter is modeled as a separate processor
at the same level as the “local” society processor.
From the previous, instance processors in a case study (those considered in the accounting) can be
inside one of the main containing processors (or “root contexts”):
● Local. The societal system target of the study.
● Environment. The environment containing (provisioning and affected by) the local context.
● External. A context representing processes out of the system target of the case study, but also
considered in the scope of the accounting (openness of the system, impact, ...).
BareProcessors command has a field to specify the context of a Processor. Interfaces command has a
field to specify the context opposite to the Interface.

5.2 Intensive processor (~unit process)
An intensive processor is a processor in which the quantitative information about its dimension (size) is
relative to one of its Interfaces, for which maybe no information is available at initial definition time.
Scale and upscale relationships are the mechanisms allowing the conversion of intensive processors
into extensive, which are accountable.
The concept is analogous to “unit process” in LCA (Life Cycle Analysis).
Interfaces command has a RelativeTo field for the interface name relative to which the current interface
is being defined. If one of the Interfaces of a Processor specifies “RelativeTo”, the Processor is
considered intensive, because relative Interfaces cannot be accounted until they are scaled.
Additionally, if the Value is an arithmetic expression involving one or more interfaces, the calculation is
performed accordingly, allowing to have non-linear scaling of processor relative to one or more
interfaces.
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5.3 Extensive processor
An extensive processor has a contextualized quantification of all its interfaces. MuSIASEM accounting
is carried out from extensive processors, and analysis, i.e., elaboration of indicators also assumes
extensive processors only.
Interfaces command has a RelativeTo field for the interface name relative to which the current interface
is being quantified. If all Interfaces of a Processor leave this field empty, the Processor is extensive, and
can be directly accounted.

5.4 Real processor vs average processor
A real processor corresponds to a physical system that has been modeled into the case study. Examples
could be a specific desalination plant or a natural gas power plant.
Average processors are processors representative of a class of processors which either cannot be
modeled because information is not available or because the case study would be unnecessarily
cluttered if included (like “all SWRO desalination plants” or “every house detached from the grid”).
For the modeling, there is no distinction, no dedicated attribute to make a distinction between both.
For accounting effects, they are equivalent. The only consideration is that quantities in an average
processor are expected to have rough precision and this should be accounted for sensitivity and the
eventual need for refinement of the processor (fanning out it into more structurals processors).

5.5 Stock
A stock is a processor whose output is not reproducible, i.e., once depleted, processors depending on
their outputs stop being feasible.
BareProcessors command includes a field to flag if the Processor is to be considered stock, or not.

5.6 Loss
This concept reflects the fact that all physical processes are imperfect – from a human perspective – in
the sense that a proportion of inputs cannot be transformed into the desired outputs.
Loss could be modeled or accounted by specifying a flow from the processors suffering the loss into the
environment processor, or creating a specific “Loss” processor (that should be inside environment)
receiving this flow.
Both approaches can be implemented using BareProcessors command.

5.7 Multifunctional processors
Multifunctional processors are processors having more than one parent (part-of) processor. Although
this relation can be understood either as functional (child is part of how parent achieves its function) or
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material (child is physically contained inside parent), the second one is of not much interest for
MuSIASEM, more focused on sustainability than on how things are physically arranged.
The format permits specifying multifunctional processors adding “parent-child” pairs, using “part-of”
relationships in the Relationships command or repeating a Processor in the BareProcessors command
with different parent.

5.8 Multiple values for interfaces
If there is more than one quantification for an interface, because there are multiple ways of estimating
it (alternative technological processes, different approaches to estimation or distinct references), it
should be possible to compile all of them into the case study.
Using Interfaces command, this can be achieved by repeating the Interface and writing several qualified
numbers, modifying the Source field (see “Interfaces v2” command).

5.9 Join - a processor to hide flow origins
Sometimes it is convenient or even necessary to join several flows, to provide a single out flow that can
then be split into others, avoiding the need to specify a lattice containing each combination of origindestination interfaces.
Join can be implemented using a Processor with one Input Interface for the join part, and one Output
Interface for the split part. Output would be connected to Input using “RelativeTo” in the Output
Interface, with a Value of “1” and no Unit (adimensional).

5.10 Scenarios
It is desirable to have the possibility of studying the performance of a case study in a range of situations.
For instance, climate change studies have emission scenarios; society functions can be resolved using
different technologies.
In a ProblemStatement command, different scenarios to be tried are specified. A scenario is
characterized by a set of parameters (and internal parameters controlling the solver for that particular
case).

5.11 Multiple values for parameters in scenarios
Parameters can also be specified to vary within a discrete set of values. A solver would need to be
developed to be able to consider this (NOTE: currently this is not on the agenda for new features).
Again, using ProblemStatement command would be the way to realize this pattern. The value property
of parameters will need to be extended to try several parameter values.
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5.12 Spatial definition of processors and interfaces
Processors can be associated with a geometric shape on the surface of our planet. A geometry could
also be bound to Interfaces and some relations.
Processors, Interfaces and Relationships can be provided a georeferenced multi-polygon using the
GeolocationRef and GeolocationCode fields. These fields can be filled with a code of a hierarchy having
geographic information attached to it, or with a spatial dataset reference plus a code for the feature of
interest.

5.13 Input end-use-matrix
An end-use-matrix is not only an output to analyze how society consumes different kinds of resources.
When known, a way to incorporate it into the model is needed.
The place for constraining the case study with a known end-use-matrix of interfaces in a set of
processors is the Interfaces command, where quantities with accompanying attributes can be specified.
Previously all related InterfaceTypes must be defined.

5.14 Scale change
Although flows between processors must be represented using compatible interface types,
destination processor may be interested in amounts in other scales.
This need can be expressed using mappings between two interface type hierarchies (see Interface
Types section under “Entities”).

5.15 Adaptive scale change factors
The scale factor by which InterfaceTypes in different Hierarchies are transformed (see ScaleChangeMap
command) may depend on the context.
Adaptive mapping (mapping depending on context) is specified also with the command designed for
this purpose, ScaleChangeMap. Context is characterized by the nearest ancestor processor for one or
both of origin and destination processors.
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6 Approaches to case studies
Evidently, with the set of available commands (section “Commands”) and entities they are related to,
there is more than a way to specify the same model. Because commands have been subject to an
evolution – thanks to contributions that spurred an improved design of the format – there was a first
version of commands, now deprecated which allowed to specify a case study compactly. The second
version of commands brings a double structure. First, introducing a pattern called “Observable,
Observer, Observation”, the sequence of commands InterfaceType, BareProcessor (i.e., indirect
Observables), Interfaces (i.e., direct Observables+Observations), Relationships can be a common
pattern for the declaration of a wide range of case studies. Second, each command has internally a
refined design, gathered from the experience of analysts working with case studies. Therefore
commands in v2 should lead to more organized, readable and evolvable case studies, maybe at the
price of being more verbose (this should not be considered an issue, because case study files are to be
written once and read many times).
Also, further experiencing with applications more ways/patterns may emerge to specify-build case
studies using commands. Specifically, it is expected that some case study parts are identified to be
repeated among case studies. Using the Import command, these reusable parts could be stored in a
common repository. Candidates are: MuSIASEM code hierarchies (semantic categories) for the different
dimensions of the nexus, function hierarchies, indicators, and benchmarks. Similarly, custom input
datasets may also be accepted sources for the quantification of part of the interfaces.
While this section talks about the form of the commands, expression approaches may be related to
what is commented in the section “Methods for generation of case studies”, which focuses on the
technologies.
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7 Syntactic elements
Patterns that are commonly repeated when defining the syntax of fields in commands are described
below.

7.1 Naming
A common issue in languages (also human languages) is how to address subjects/objects. Assuming that
cognitive constructs may be considered as collections of interrelated objects when describing them,
each object can have absolute and/or relative names, a description (adjectives or attributes) or a
combination of the previous to refer to them. In the case of this format (and the current enacting tool,
NIS), several mechanisms have been defined, from ideas of other computer languages solving this same
issue. The strategies are:
● Simple names. Entities in the model (Datasets, Hierarchies, Processors, InterfaceTypes,
Interfaces, ...) have simple names, which could be comparable to the name of a person. For
some entity types this name (those with a high cardinality inside the model: Processors and
Interfaces) is not required to be unique (so it is not free of ambiguity, something happening also
with person names). Simple names must start in a letter which can be followed by a series of
numbers, letters, and underscores “_”. For instance, a Processor can be named “P1” or
“desalination_plant_1”.
● Hierarchical names. Processors can be named by the chain of part-of ancestors and then itself.
For instance, the hierarchical name for a Processor named “P2” whose parent is “P1” would be
“P1.P2”. Processors participating in more than one hierarchy can have multiple alternative
names.
● By characteristics. There is also another way to differentiate Processors and Interfaces, which is
through its characteristics. For Processors, the profile of Interfaces, descriptive attributes, etc.
should potentially enable recalling any of the Processors.
● Full
interface
name.
To
fully
name
an
Interface,
the
syntax
<processor_name>:<interface_name> has been defined.
● Alias. Although simple names are not required to be unique for Processors, due to their
importance it is allowed to specify an alternative name for particular Processor instances that in
this case should be unique (NIS enforces this checking no previously existing simple name or
alias).
An interesting feature to simplify naming processors is the use of dataset expansion variables which are
substituted by part of the name. This can be best understood with an example. Let us assume a dataset,
named “ds1”, having two dimensions “d1” and “d2”. The template name for a processor could be
“{ds1.d1}_{ds1.d2}” or “A{ds1.d1}_B{ds1.d2}”: what is between the curly braces declares to use values
of a dimension of a dataset. So, if a record of “ds1” is (d1: “DE”, d2: “EM”), the processor name would
be DE_EM in the first case, and ADE_BEM in the second.

7.2 Addressing processors
Once Processors have been named, there are two options for syntax in fields:
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● One and only one Processor is needed.
● Zero to many Processors can be used.
The first case is trivial, just use one of the names.
For the second, it would be a matter of designing syntax rules enabling stating a condition met by the
requested processors, using composite comparisons to processor name, relations and attributes.
Commands demanding this syntax are: Relationships, where many Processors can be related to
another; and Indicators, where aggregations and matrix structures demand advanced selection
expression (like those found in languages like MDX, CSS, XPath and JSONPath).
Currently, hierarchy wildcards can be used: “P1..P3”, means “all processors named P3 descending
from processor P1”. “..P3” would be “all P3 processors, at any level”. Another variant expected to be
supported is “P1.*.P3” meaning that a single hierarchical level is skipped, so “all P3 processors which
are ‘grandsons’ of processor P1”. And “*.P3”, “P3 processors which are children of root processors”.

7.3 Types and literal values. Boolean, string, float, code, URL, Time, Time
Range, Geo, Unit, Reference
Literals are constants, which are the contrary of variables or parameters. Through the case study, the
use of literals is predominant, although variables and expressions are also permitted. Several types of
literals are recognized. When a field allows multiple types of literal, they need special markers, as
follows next:
● Boolean: True or False, without quotes.
● String: A list of any characters. When used in expressions, strings must be single (‘) or double (“)
quoted.
● Float: Decimal number optionally in scientific notation.
● Code: An element from a Code Hierarchy. When used in expressions, codes must be written
between ‘#’ characters: #C10-C12#, precisely to allow the use of characters which are also
operators: “-”, “+”, … No whitespace allowed.
● URL: The address of an Internet resource following the standard URL syntax.
● Time, Time range: It allows the following:
○ “Year”. A typical year.
○ “Month”. A typical month.
○ YYYY. Four digits for a specific year.
○ MM/YYYY. A specific month of a year.
○ YYYY - YYYY. A range of years.
○ MM/YYYY - MM/YYYY. Range from month to month.
● Reference: The ID of a reference (Reference commands). For clarity or to avoid ambiguity, the
ID can be specified between square brackets, [ ].
● Geo: The ID of a geographic reference or a Code having a geographic definition property.
● Unit: A string member of the list of recognized unit names.
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7.4 Variables and variable types. Parameter, Processor, InterfaceType,
Interface
Variables represent one of the entities in the model built with the case study file. Variables resolving to
quantities can be used in expressions (see next subsection). The syntax for variables is:
● Simple name: a letter followed by any number of letters or numbers or the character “_”. They
are used to name elements: Parameters, Processors, InterfaceTypes, Interfaces, Hierarchies,
etc.
○ Valid examples: p1, water, HH, desalination_plant.
○ Invalid examples: _p1, 5p, p-1, H H.
● Hierarchical names: a list of simple names (previous definition), separated by “.”. Used to name
Processors, InterfaceTypes and Codes (which can be part of a Hierarchy).
○ Examples: p1.p3, p3.p4.p1
● Absolute Interface name: a Processor name followed by an InterfaceType name. A “:” is used
to separate between them. If no Processor name is specified it is the name of an InterfaceType:
○ Interface examples: p1.p3:LU, p3.p4.p1:HH
○ InterfaceType examples: :LU, :HH

7.5 Function
It is possible to specify the call to one of the predefined (all the elementary algebraic, trigonometric,
logarithmic and exponential) functions. The parameters to functions can be expressions.
Examples: sin(p1), sin(2*p3).

7.6 Expressions
Expressions are formulas combining literals and/or variables and/or function calls, using a series of
operators, assuming a precedence (priority when associating). Precedence order is listed below, from
more to less. Parenthesis can be used to change operator precedence:
● Arithmetic expression (A):
○ ○ *, /
○ +, ● Arithmetic-Boolean expression (AB):
○ NOT
○ AND, OR
○ <, <=, >, >=, ==, !=, <>
○ ○ *, /
○ +, -
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7.7 Conditional list
A conditional list allows to define a variable conditionally, using a comma-separated list of conditions,
where each condition in the list has the following form:
AB expression -> AB expression
The first AB (arithmetic-boolean) expression is the “if” part. If this part is true, the “then” part is
evaluated. When the first part is not present, the “then” expression is assumed. A list would be:
AB expression -> AB expression, AB expression -> AB expression, AB expression
The last expression could be considered the default expression, equivalent to the “else” in procedural
programming languages conditionals.
Conditional lists can be used when defining Parameters. This allows changing the value of a Parameter
depending on the value of other Parameters.

7.8 Domain definition
When defining the domain of an attribute (in “AttributeTypes” command) there are two ways:
● For Hierarchy attributes, it is mandatory to write the name of the Hierarchy
● For Number attributes, an interval can be specified, using “[“ or “(“ for left, closed or open
interval, and “]” or “)” for right, closed or open interval. Examples: [2, 5), (1, 5).

7.9 Attributes
Attributes are pairs key=value, where “key” is a string of letters and numbers (like a variable name) and
“value” is an arithmetic-boolean expression potentially using parameters. Attributes are attachable to
the following entity types:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Codes in hierarchies
Dataset definitions and concepts in dataset definitions
Parameters
InterfaceTypes
Processors
Interfaces
Quantities attached to Interfaces
Relationships

It is possible to specify several attributes under the column “Attributes” of the commands related to
the previous entities by comma separating them or using separate @ columns, i.e., columns with a
header label starting with “@”, like “@Country”. This syntactic flexibility is with the purpose of
readability.
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7.10 Names using variables or parameters
When defining name fields (mainly for Processors) it is possible to define a variable template name that
changes according to the entity (Processor) attributes. An example:
Processor (name): p_{ctype}_{ncrops}
Attributes: ctype=”GH”, ncrops=”MCR1”
Resulting Processor name: p_GH_MCR1

7.11 Dataset expansion
The commands BareProcessors, Interfaces, ProcessorScalings, Relationships, InterfaceTypes,
ScaleChangeMap, ScalarBenchmarks, ScalarIndicators, and MatrixIndicators, can use the information
of one dataset (no more than one per row; joins –like other data preparation operations- should be
performed outside) to create a set of entities.
The way this can be done is by writing the name of a dataset dimension or measure when it is wanted
to use it. For instance, if a dataset “ds1” has a measure “value_sum”, it can be used to specify the
“Value” field in an Interfaces command using the syntax presented in the previous subsection:
{ds1.value_sum}. Each row of the dataset would generate a new Interface definition. Similarly,
assuming this same dataset has two additional dimensions, “geo” and “sector”, they could be used in a
“Bare Processors” command to define the name of the processors: {ds1.geo}_{ds1.sector}

7.12 Indicator definition
Indicators are numbers realizing the quantification of a performance measure of the model (case study).
Scalar indicators are formulas producing a single number resulting from combining aggregations and
operations, while matrix indicators are arrangements of scalar indicators.

7.13 Case insensitive
Currently, to avoid simple misspelling errors, names are case-insensitive, which means that for instance
a name “p1” is considered to the same as the name “P1”. The first appearance of a name is the one
used in outputs.

8 Case study format examples
There is a set of “.xlsx” files which can be used as examples to ease reading this document. These files
have been used for the development of the format, based on examples, ideas and challenges by persons
involved in MAGIC project. Once prepared, they have been (and are) used to develop the processing
functions inside NIS. Currently they are located in the URL https://github.com/MAGIC-nexus/nisbackend/tree/develop/backend_tests/z_input_files/v2. These files are in continuous evolution and
growing in number.
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9 Commands
9.1 General syntax of commands (worksheet)
Defining a case study using a spreadsheet constraints the specification of entities to a matrix-like
structure organized in rows, columns or cells (at the intersection of rows and columns). The approach
taken for the majority of commands has been to define an entity (Processor, Interface, …) per row. So
a worksheet starts defining a header row, naming fields. The order of fields in the header can be
interchanged. Once defined, the header row can be followed by any number of rows, specifying entities.
Each cell in a row defines one of the fields of the entity. Fields have a syntax. For instance, “Values” for
an Interface can be arithmetic expressions with parameters.
The exceptions to the “entity per row” rule are,
● the “Metadata” command, which arranges header fields in the first column (instead of the first
row), and defines a single entity, the metadata values, using the remaining columns,
● the ETL commands (“DatasetQry”, “Dataset”), which have a special syntax to specify in the same
worksheet the source, the filter, and the output dimensions and measures with the
corresponding aggregations,
● the “Upscale” command (v1 commands) which uses tables to define how two groups of
processors are instantiated, contained and upscaled,
● the command “Processors” (v1 commands),
● the v1 “Hierarchy” command which uses indentation to define a hierarchy.

9.2 Command versions
Commands in NIS have evolved in three iterations. Iteration 0 (internally called “Magic Box”) was an
initial prototype which proved to be useful to validate the approach. Versions 1 and 2 have been
prepared to render entities on the same semantic model, so that both versions could be used during
the last stage of the project. The commands in the version previous to the 2, that is the final one at the
time of releasing the code at the end of the project, are not mentioned anymore because they are not
compatible, although some commands from newer versions inherit from them.

9.3 Classification of commands
Commands can be classified by its role regarding model operation. The categories are:
● Core. Commands for the definition of primitive entities of MuSIASEM: Processors, Interfaces
and Relationships.
● Input. Commands to inject external information into the model.
● Analysis. Commands for the definition of indicators.
● Metadata. Used for the documenting a case study.
● Convenience. Commands to ease the specification of a model.
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Table 2: classification of commands.
Command Type

Commands

Core:

InterfaceTypes
BareProcessors
Interfaces
Relationships
ProcessorScalings
ScaleChangeMap

Input:

CodeHierarchiesMapping
CodeHierarchies
Parameters
DatasetDef
DatasetData
DatasetQry

Analysis:

Metadata:

Convenience:

ProblemStatement
ScalarBenchmarks
ScalarIndicators
MatrixIndicators
Metadata
Pedigree
RefProvenance
RefGeographic
RefBibliographic
ListOfCommands
ImportCommands

9.4 Documentation of commands
9.4.1 Core commands
Defining interfaces – InterfaceTypes
Previous to the definition of Interfaces, a type has to be defined for each of them. The command allows
defining hierarchies of InterfaceTypes. Each row in the command defines an InterfaceType, a group of
rows can define a complete hierarchy. All hierarchies of InterfaceTypes (therefore all InterfaceTypes) of
the case study can be defined in a single worksheet.
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Semantics
InterfaceTypes, organized in Hierarchies, are declared by this command. Interfaces must address one
of them as their defining type. Hierarchies of InterfaceTypes can be used to specify scale changes with
the ScaleChangeMap command.
Fields
•

InterfaceTypeHierarchy (optional)
Name of the hierarchy to which the InterfaceType is a member.
Syntax: Simple name. A sequence of letters, numbers and/or '_', starting with a letter
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1

•

InterfaceType (mandatory)
Name of the InterfaceType. Unique among all Interface Types.
Syntax: Simple name. A sequence of letters, numbers and/or '_', starting with a letter
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1

•

Sphere (mandatory)
The default value of sphere, either “Technosphere” or “Biosphere”, for Interfaces of this type
(can be overridden by each Interface when it is declared). Indicates the type of process
originating the input flow. Or the destination for output flows.
Syntax: One of: Biosphere, Technosphere
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1

•

RoegenType (mandatory)
The default Either “Flow” or “Fund”, indicates the type of factor for the interface in accordance
with Roegen theory.
Syntax: One of: Flow, Fund
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1

•

ParentInterfaceType (optional)
Name of the parent InterfaceType, if any.
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Syntax: Simple name. A sequence of letters, numbers and/or '_', starting with a letter
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1
•

Level (optional)
Semantic scale level at which the interface type is categorized.
Syntax: A letter and optionally a + or - sign with an integer
Examples: n, n + 1, e, e - 1

•

Formula (optional)
A formula combining arithmetically InterfaceTypes in different branches of the same hierarchy.
Syntax: Unquoted string. Any string

•

Description (optional)
Description of the InterfaceType.
Syntax: Unquoted string. Any string

•

Unit (mandatory)
The default unit for quantities attached to the InterfaceType. A very large list of units is
recognized.
Syntax: Unit name. The abbreviation of a valid unit name.
Examples: kg, m^2, ha, hours, km^2

•

OppositeSubsystemType (optional)
To which of the case study contexts, “Local”, “External”, “Environment” or
“ExternalEnvironment”, does the Processor opposite to where Interfaces of the InterfaceType
pertain to.
Syntax: One of: Local, Environment, External, ExternalEnvironment
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1

•

Attributes (optional)
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A list of freely definable attributes attached to an InterfaceType. Columns with a header starting
in “@” are considered attribute columns that are appended to the list of attributes.
Syntax: Key=Value list. A list of comma separated 'Key=Value', where 'Key' is a simple name and
'Value' an arithmetic-boolean expression optionally referencing previously declared parameters
Examples: level='n+1', a=5*p1, b=[Auth2017], c=?p1>3 -> 'T1', p1<=3 -> 'T2'?
Processors (bare or 'still without interfaces – BareProcessors
The first MuSIASEM primitive concept to be instantiated into a case study is the Processor. Bare
Processors command serves that purpose, bringing into the model unadorned Processors (thus the use
of 'Bare. Using previously defined Datasets, “Bare Processors” can use data in them by using the dataset
expansion notation, consisting in writing a dataset name and the name of a dimension in this dataset.
Please see “Dataset expansion” in the section “Syntactic elements”.
Semantics
When the command finishes its execution, a set of Processors, potentially organized in hierarchies and
in different groups, can be decorated with Interfaces and connected to other Processors.
Fields
•

ProcessorGroup (optional)
A group to which the Processor will be a member of.
Syntax: Simple name. A sequence of letters, numbers and/or '_', starting with a letter
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1

•

Processor (mandatory)
Name of the Processor.
Syntax: Hierarchical name. One or more 'simple names' (sequence of letters, numbers and/or
'_' starting with a letter), separated by '.'
Examples: p1, p1.p2, wind_farm, WF1.WindTurbine

•

ParentProcessor (optional)
Name of the parent Processor regarding “part-of” relation. It is a quick way of specifying a
hierarchy of functional composition. Another way is through the command “Relationships”.
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Syntax: Hierarchical name. One or more 'simple names' (sequence of letters, numbers and/or
'_' starting with a letter), separated by '.'
Examples: p1, p1.p2, wind_farm, WF1.WindTurbine
•

SubsystemType (optional)
The main context of the Processor. Default value 'Local'.
Syntax: One of: Local, Environment, External, ExternalEnvironment
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1

•

System (optional)
The system to which the processor is member of. It is allowed to connect processors from
multiple systems (the initial intent is to label a system as a country, like “ES”, “NL”, “IT”). Default
value: 'default'.
Syntax: Simple name. A sequence of letters, numbers and/or '_', starting with a letter
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1

•

FunctionalOrStructural (optional)
One of two options must be specified: Functional or Structural. “Functional” means the
Processor is a function, which is the goal in the abstract, opposed to “Structure” which is a
Processor representing a materialized goal. Structural Processors should be part-of functional
Processors (but structural Processors can have other structural Processors inside, and functional
Processors can have functional Processors inside).
Syntax: One of: Functional, Structural, Notional
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1

•

Accounted (optional)
Indicates if the processor is accounted (Yes or Instance) or (No or Archetype) if it is being defined
to be used as prototype or template (for instance intensive -or unit- processors that will be
copied -cloned- and scaled up), and must stay outside of the accounting process.
Syntax: One of: Yes, No, Instance, Archetype
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1

•

ParentProcessorWeight (optional)
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Contribution of the processor to its parent when aggregating. 1 by default, it may be useful for
multifunctional processors.
Syntax: Arithmetic-boolean expression. A formula combining parameters, numbers, strings and
booleans with arithmetic (+-*/) and boolean (AND, OR, NOT) operators. Some functions are also
implemented (sin, cos currently)
Examples: p1*3.14, 5*(0.3*p1), ?p1>3 -> 'T1', p1<=3 -> 'T2'?, a_code
•

BehaveAs (optional)
Make current processor to seem as the named processor when aggregating 'part-of' to the
current ParentProcessor. A different processor could be used for another parent.
Syntax: Hierarchical name. One or more 'simple names' (sequence of letters, numbers and/or
'_' starting with a letter), separated by '.'
Examples: p1, p1.p2, wind_farm, WF1.WindTurbine

•

Level (optional)
Semantic scale level the processor is located into.
Syntax: A letter and optionally a + or - sign with an integer
Examples: n, n + 1, e, e - 1

•

Stock (optional)
Inform that the Processor is a stock (“Yes”) or a producer/consumer (“No”).
Syntax: One of: No, Yes
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1

•

Description (optional)
Description of the Processor.
Syntax: Unquoted string. Any string

•

GeolocationRef (optional)
The ID of a “geographic dataset” reference.
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Syntax: Reference. An optionally square bracketed '[]' simple name (sequence of letters,
numbers and/or '_' starting with a letter)
Examples: [Auth2017], Auth2017, Roeg1971
•

GeolocationCode (optional)
Either a Code in a Hierarchy having a geographic object attached to it, or the code of an object
inside the spatial dataset specified in “GeolocationRef”.
Syntax: Code string. A sequence of letters, numbers and/or '_' '-'
Examples: a1, a-1, 10-011, a_23

•

GeolocationLatLong (optional)
The Latitude and Longitude of a representative point of the Processor (using WGS84 projection).
Syntax: A pair of decimal numbers, separated by a comma ','
Examples: 28.23, -13.54, -23.45, 20.45

•

Attributes (optional)
A list of freely definable attributes attached to a Processor. Columns with a header starting in
“@” are considered attribute columns that are appended to the list of attributes.
Syntax: Key=Value list. A list of comma separated 'Key=Value', where 'Key' is a simple name and
'Value' an arithmetic-boolean expression optionally referencing previously declared parameters
Examples: level='n+1', a=5*p1, b=[Auth2017], c=?p1>3 -> 'T1', p1<=3 -> 'T2'?

Interfaces (and Qualified Quantities) – Interfaces
This command obeys two purposes, the definition of Interfaces, and attaching Quantities to these
Interfaces. Interfaces are at the border of Processors, bridging the exterior of the Processor with its
interior. These interfaces can be quantified directly or the magnitudes can be computed from other
interfaces connected through some kind of relation, especially “flow”. Using previously defined
Datasets, “Interfaces” can use data in them by using the dataset expansion notation, consisting in
writing a dataset name and the name of a dimension or measure in this dataset. Please see “Dataset
expansion” in the section “Syntactic elements”.
Semantics
A set of Interfaces can be defined, optionally accompanied by quantification of these Interfaces. For the
same Time, more than one Quantity can be attached one Interface, by changing “Source”.
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Fields
•

Processor (mandatory)
Processor to which the Interface is added. Or the quantity, if the Interface has been already
added.
Syntax: Hierarchical name. One or more 'simple names' (sequence of letters, numbers and/or
'_' starting with a letter), separated by '.'
Examples: p1, p1.p2, wind_farm, WF1.WindTurbine

•

InterfaceType (optional)
Name of the Interface Type to be used.
Syntax: Simple name. A sequence of letters, numbers and/or '_', starting with a letter
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1

•

Interface (optional)
Name of the Interface in case it is needed because by default the InterfaceType name is used
for the Interface (if two Interfaces with the same InterfaceType are needed in the same
Processor, they must have different names).
Syntax: Simple name. A sequence of letters, numbers and/or '_', starting with a letter
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1

•

Sphere (optional)
The sphere, either “Technosphere” or “Biosphere”, for the Interface being defined, potentially
overriding the equivalent property of InterfaceType. Indicates the type of process (artificial or
natural) originating the input flow. Or the destination for output flows.
Syntax: One of: Biosphere, Technosphere
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1

•

RoegenType (optional)
Either “Flow” or “Fund”, indicates the type of factor for the Interface in accordance with
Roegen’s theory. Overrides the RoegenType of the InterfaceType if it was specified.
Syntax: One of: Flow, Fund
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Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1
•

Orientation (mandatory)
Orientation, “Input” or “Output”, of the Interface. Overrides the Orientation of the
InterfaceType if it was specified.
Syntax: One of: Input, Output
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1

•

OppositeSubsystemType (optional)
Used to point which of the case study compartments do Processors opposite to the Interface
pertain to.
Syntax: One of: Local, Environment, External, ExternalEnvironment
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1

•

GeolocationRef (optional)
Reference to information on where the Interface is located.
Syntax: Reference. An optionally square bracketed '[]' simple name (sequence of letters,
numbers and/or '_' starting with a letter)
Examples: [Auth2017], Auth2017, Roeg1971

•

GeolocationCode (optional)
Either a Code in a Hierarchy having a geographic object attached to it, or the code of an object
inside the spatial dataset specified in “GeolocationRef”.
Syntax: Code string. A sequence of letters, numbers and/or '_' '-'
Examples: a1, a-1, 10-011, a_23

•

Range (optional)
Numeric interval where the value for the interface is acceptable. Useful for constraints in
automated solution finding (optimization and other kinds).
Syntax: A numeric range, with left and right limit, using [] for closed and () for open.
Examples: [-3.2, 4), (1, 2.3]
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•

RangeUnit (optional)
Unit for the numbers in the 'Range' field
Syntax: Unit name. The abbreviation of a valid unit name.
Examples: kg, m^2, ha, hours, km^2

•

InterfaceAttributes (optional)
A list of freely definable attributes attached to an Interface. Columns with a header starting in
“I@” are considered attribute columns that are appended to the list of attributes of the
Interface. Quantities have a separate list of attributes, see QuantityAttributes.
Syntax: Key=Value list. A list of comma separated 'Key=Value', where 'Key' is a simple name and
'Value' an arithmetic-boolean expression optionally referencing previously declared parameters
Examples: level='n+1', a=5*p1, b=[Auth2017], c=?p1>3 -> 'T1', p1<=3 -> 'T2'?

•

Value (optional)
An arithmetic-boolean expression with parameters.
Syntax: Arithmetic-boolean expression. A formula combining parameters, numbers, strings and
booleans with arithmetic (+-*/) and boolean (AND, OR, NOT) operators. Some functions are also
implemented (sin, cos currently)
Examples: p1*3.14, 5*(0.3*p1), ?p1>3 -> 'T1', p1<=3 -> 'T2'?, a_code

•

Unit (optional)
Unit for Value. A very large list of units is recognized. Overrides the Unit of the InterfaceType, if
it was specified.
Syntax: Unit name. The abbreviation of a valid unit name.
Examples: kg, m^2, ha, hours, km^2

•

RelativeTo (optional)
If used, it would be the name of an Interface defining the unit to scale the currently stated Value.
For instance, if the Unit is “kg” and “RelativeTo” is “LU” in hectares, once “LU” is quantified, lets
assume in “10 ha”, the resulting amount would be multiplied by 10, and the unit would remain
to be “kg”.
Syntax: Unquoted string. Any string
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•

Uncertainty (optional)
Statistical characterization of the uncertainty of Value. This field should be elaborated together
with solvers capable of exploiting the uncertainty information: sensitivity analysis, observability
analysis (recognize the inherent strength-weakness of assessment including this measure).
Syntax: Unquoted string. Any string

•

Assessment (optional)
Assessment according to NUSAP. This should be elaborated together with solvers capable of
symbolically analyzing categorizations of assessment.
Syntax: Unquoted string. Any string

•

PedigreeMatrix (optional)
Reference to a previously declared PedigreeMatrix (“NUSAP.PM” command).
Syntax: Reference. An optionally square bracketed '[]' simple name (sequence of letters,
numbers and/or '_' starting with a letter)
Examples: [Auth2017], Auth2017, Roeg1971

•

Pedigree (optional)
Codes in the PedigreeMatrix encoding qualities of the diagnostic quantity.
Syntax: Unquoted string. Any string

•

Time (optional)
To which time period the quantity corresponds to.
Syntax: Time expression. Serves to specify a year or a month, or an interval from year to year,
or from month to month when the value is the accumulation for the period. It allows the generic
'Year' or 'Month' when the information is valid
Examples: Year, 2017, Month, 2017-05 - 2018-01, 5-2017, 5-2017 - 2018-1, 2017-2018

•

Source (optional)
Reference to a source defining how (provenance) or from (bibliography) the quantity was
obtained.
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Syntax: Reference. An optionally square bracketed '[]' simple name (sequence of letters,
numbers and/or '_' starting with a letter)
Examples: [Auth2017], Auth2017, Roeg1971
•

NumberAttributes (optional)
A list of freely definable attributes attached to a Quantity. Columns with a header starting in
“N@” are considered attribute columns that are appended to the list of attributes of the
Quantity.
Syntax: Key=Value list. A list of comma separated 'Key=Value', where 'Key' is a simple name and
'Value' an arithmetic-boolean expression optionally referencing previously declared parameters
Examples: level='n+1', a=5*p1, b=[Auth2017], c=?p1>3 -> 'T1', p1<=3 -> 'T2'?

•

Comments (optional)
Free comments attached to the quantity.
Syntax: Unquoted string. Any string

Relationships – Relationships
It is to specify relationships between processors or interfaces in processors to other processors or
interfaces (respectively), with the relations of different meaning types (like structures, flows of goods
or waste, or flows of information).
Semantics
Relationships are considered by solvers first to let information flow (scale relation), and to aggregate
(bottom-up) or disaggregate (top-down). Because the relation concept can grow, solvers could be
prepared to study structural (not only quantitative) aspects of functions (resilience, diversity, openness)
exploiting “part-of”, “associate” may be used to control relations between structurals, and so on.
Fields
•

OriginProcessors (mandatory)
An expression resolving to a set of processors that will be in the origin part of the relations (one
or more) to be specified. If “Origin” field is not specified, this field is mandatory.
Syntax: Processors. An expression allowing the specification of several processors in a row (. or
.. separated list of processor simple names)
Examples: {a}b, {a}b{c}, aa{b}aa, {a}, .., ..Crop, Farm..Crop, Farm.., ..Farm..
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•

OriginInterface (optional)
The name of an Interface present in all the Processors in the set of origin Processors. When
connecting Processors it can be empty. Also, when connecting Interfaces, if the destination
Interface is specified, an equally named Interface is assumed in the origin Processor.
Syntax: Simple name. A sequence of letters, numbers and/or '_', starting with a letter
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1

•

DestinationProcessors (mandatory)
An expression resolving to a set of processors that will be in the destination part of the relations
(one or more) to be specified. If “Destination” field is not specified, this field is mandatory.
Syntax: Processors. An expression allowing the specification of several processors in a row (. or
.. separated list of processor simple names)
Examples: {a}b, {a}b{c}, aa{b}aa, {a}, .., ..Crop, Farm..Crop, Farm.., ..Farm..

•

DestinationInterface (optional)
The name of an Interface present in all the Processors in the set of destination Processors. When
connecting Processors it can be empty. Also, when connecting Interfaces, if the origin Interface
is specified, an equally named Interface is assumed in the destination Processor.
Syntax: Simple name. A sequence of letters, numbers and/or '_', starting with a letter
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1

•

BackInterface (optional)
The name of an Interface in the origin processor, used if a change of scale is requested, allowing
to account back to the origin processor the amount. It is intended for expressing the accounting
of money obtained in exchange for some good.
Syntax: Simple name. A sequence of letters, numbers and/or '_', starting with a letter
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1

•

RelationType (mandatory)
One of:
o

PartOf or “|”. Origin Processor is “part-of” (child) Destination Processor (parent). No
assumptions on flows between child and parent. It is worth stressing it is “functionally
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o
o
o
o
o

part-of” more than “materially part-of”, which is not so interesting for MuSIASEM
analysis.
Flow or “>” (“
Scale. An information flow from an Interface into another, meaning that the
Destination Interface is equal to the Origin Interface times the Weight.
IsA. State that origin “is-a” type of destination (equivalent function).
AsA. To declare that view (mask) origin can be viewed as destination (also equivalent
function; “is-a” is declared, “as-a” is dynamic).
Associate. State that Origin Processor is associated with Destination Processor. The
association has to be completed with Origin and Destination Cardinality fields. In
comments it is recommended to state the roles of both Origin and Destination
Processor. This relation can also be used to avoid flows between Processors not “partof” Processors involved in “associate” relations.

Syntax: One of: part_of, partof, |, flow, >,
•

Weight (optional)
Proportion of the magnitude of the Origin Interface that goes into the Destination Interface.
Syntax: Arithmetic-boolean expression. A formula combining parameters, numbers, strings and
booleans with arithmetic (+-*/) and boolean (AND, OR, NOT) operators. Some functions are also
implemented (sin, cos currently)
Examples: p1*3.14, 5*(0.3*p1), ?p1>3 -> 'T1', p1<=3 -> 'T2'?, a_code

•

ChangeOfTypeScale (optional)
In case two Interfaces of different InterfaceTypes are connected by a flow (exchange), create an
ad-hoc line of a ScaleChangeMap.
Syntax: Arithmetic-boolean expression. A formula combining parameters, numbers, strings and
booleans with arithmetic (+-*/) and boolean (AND, OR, NOT) operators. Some functions are also
implemented (sin, cos currently)
Examples: p1*3.14, 5*(0.3*p1), ?p1>3 -> 'T1', p1<=3 -> 'T2'?, a_code

•

OriginCardinality (optional)
Only for “Associate” relations.
Syntax: One of: One, Zero, ZeroOrOne, ZeroOrMore, OneOrMore
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1

•

DestinationCardinality (optional)
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Only for “Associate” relations.
Syntax: One of: One, Zero, ZeroOrOne, ZeroOrMore, OneOrMore
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1
•

Attributes (optional)
A list of freely definable attributes attached to a Relationship. Columns with a header starting in
“@” are considered attribute columns that are appended to the list of attributes.
Syntax: Key=Value list. A list of comma separated 'Key=Value', where 'Key' is a simple name and
'Value' an arithmetic-boolean expression optionally referencing previously declared parameters
Examples: level='n+1', a=5*p1, b=[Auth2017], c=?p1>3 -> 'T1', p1<=3 -> 'T2'?

Processor Scalings – ProcessorScalings
As a convenience when specifying a case study, MuSIASEM defines the possibility to size processors
relative to one of its interfaces, and relate the size of these defining interfaces either in a part-of
hierarchy of processors or between sibling processors. It also defines how to clone unit processors to
quickly build hierarchies of processors, which later can take advantage of the hierarchical scaling.
Semantics
“Processor scaling” enables conveniently constructing models from processor templates, and defining
interfaces relative to others, in cascade. This, combined with the “RelativeTo” field in “Interfaces”
command and the “InstanceOrArchetype” field in “BareProcessors” command, permits to define a
chain of scales which can be resolved once the end of a chain is quantified.
Fields
•

InvokingProcessor (mandatory)
Parent processor for hierarchical scales, origin sibling processor for sequential scales.
Syntax: Hierarchical name. One or more 'simple names' (sequence of letters, numbers and/or
'_' starting with a letter), separated by '.'
Examples: p1, p1.p2, wind_farm, WF1.WindTurbine

•

RequestedProcessor (mandatory)
Child processor for hierarchical scales, destination processor for sequential scales. Depending
on the ScalingType, this Processor will exist previously or it will be created from a template
processor (unit -or intensive- processor).
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Syntax: Hierarchical name. One or more 'simple names' (sequence of letters, numbers and/or
'_' starting with a letter), separated by '.'
Examples: p1, p1.p2, wind_farm, WF1.WindTurbine
•

ScalingType (mandatory)
Defines the operations requested for the process of scaling:
“CloneAndScale”. Clones “RequestedProcessor” as a child of “InvokingProcessor”;
second, constraints the value of “RequestedInterface” to the value of
“InvokingInterface”, scaled by “Scale”. “RequestedProcessor” must be an archetype
(opposed to instance) “unit processor”.
o “Scale”. Constraints the value of “RequestedInterface” to the value of
“InvokingInterface”, scaled by “Scale”. “RequestedProcessor” must be an instance
(opposed to archetype) “unit processor”.
o “Clone”. Clones “RequestedProcessor” as a child of “InvokingProcessor”. It does not
apply a “Scale” relationship, which should be applied later, either using
ProcessorScalings command and ScalingType column equal to “Scale” or Relationships
command with RelationType command equal to “Scale”.
o “CloneScaled”. Clones “RequestedProcessor” as a child of “InvokingProcessor”; second,
scales the new processor using “Scale” as the value of “RequestedInterface”.
“RequestedProcessor” must be an archetype (opposed to instance) “unit processor”.
o

Syntax: One of: CloneAndScale, Scale, Clone, CloneScaled
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1
•

InvokingInterface (mandatory)
Interface to be used for the invoking processor.
Syntax: Simple name. A sequence of letters, numbers and/or '_', starting with a letter
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1

•

RequestedInterface (mandatory)
Interface to be used for the requested processor.
Syntax: Simple name. A sequence of letters, numbers and/or '_', starting with a letter
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1

•

Scale (mandatory)
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Factor by which invoking interface is multiplied to define the requested interface.
Syntax: Arithmetic-boolean expression. A formula combining parameters, numbers, strings and
booleans with arithmetic (+-*/) and boolean (AND, OR, NOT) operators. Some functions are also
implemented (sin, cos currently)
Examples: p1*3.14, 5*(0.3*p1), ?p1>3 -> 'T1', p1<=3 -> 'T2'?, a_code
•

NewProcessorName (optional)
If a new processor is created (“CloneAndScale” is used) the name of the processor is in this field.
If not, the name of the requested processor is used.
Syntax: Hierarchical name. One or more 'simple names' (sequence of letters, numbers and/or
'_' starting with a letter), separated by '.'
Examples: p1, p1.p2, wind_farm, WF1.WindTurbine

•

NewProcessorGroup (optional)
If a new processor is created ('CloneAndScale' is used) the group to which the processor is
added.
Syntax: Simple name. A sequence of letters, numbers and/or '_', starting with a letter
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1

•

NewParentProcessor (optional)
If a new processor is created ('CloneAndScale' is used) the parent of the new processor.
Syntax: Hierarchical name. One or more 'simple names' (sequence of letters, numbers and/or
'_' starting with a letter), separated by '.'
Examples: p1, p1.p2, wind_farm, WF1.WindTurbine

•

NewSubsystemType (optional)
If a new processor is created ('CloneAndScale' is used) the context of the new Processor.
Syntax: One of: Local, Environment, External, ExternalEnvironment
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1

•

NewProcessorLevel (optional)
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If a new processor is created ('CloneAndScale' is used), semantic scale level the processor is
located into.
Syntax: A letter and optionally a + or - sign with an integer
Examples: n, n + 1, e, e - 1
•

NewDescription (optional)
If a new processor is created ('CloneAndScale' is used), the description attached to the new
processor.
Syntax: Unquoted string. Any string

•

NewGeolocationRef (optional)
If a new processor is created ('CloneAndScale' is used), ID of a geolocation reference for this new
processor.
Syntax: Reference. An optionally square bracketed '[]' simple name (sequence of letters,
numbers and/or '_' starting with a letter)
Examples: [Auth2017], Auth2017, Roeg1971

•

NewGeolocationCode (optional)
If a new processor is created ('CloneAndScale' is used), Code in a hierarchy or geographic
reference.
Syntax: Code string. A sequence of letters, numbers and/or '_' '-'
Examples: a1, a-1, 10-011, a_23

•

NewAttributes (optional)
If a new processor is created ('CloneAndScale' is used), attributes for the new processor.
Syntax: Key=Value list. A list of comma separated 'Key=Value', where 'Key' is a simple name and
'Value' an arithmetic-boolean expression optionally referencing previously declared parameters
Examples: level='n+1', a=5*p1, b=[Auth2017], c=?p1>3 -> 'T1', p1<=3 -> 'T2'?
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Scale Change Map – ScaleChangeMap
InterfaceTypes can be grouped and structured in Hierarchies. “Scale change map” enables the
specification of adaptive (depending on Context) linear transformations between two Hierarchies of
InterfaceTypes, as a materialization of the multiscaling concept in MuSIASEM.
Semantics
Scale changer maps are used, when solving, to cascade information expressed using InterfaceTypes of
a Hierarchy into InterfaceTypes of another. For instance, if food types were used for quantities and a
transform food type to macronutrients equivalence, the total macronutrient could be obtained. Also,
prices of input goods depending on contexts could be implicitly obtained, and the payback could be
accounted into the origin (“seller”) using a flow relationship.
Fields
•

OriginHierarchy (optional)
Name of the origin InterfaceTypes Hierarchy. It is optional if the origin InterfaceType name is
unique among InterfaceTypes. Otherwise, it must be specified.
Syntax: Simple name. A sequence of letters, numbers and/or '_', starting with a letter
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1

•

OriginInterfaceType (optional)
Name of the InterfaceType in the origin InterfaceTypes Hierarchy.
Syntax: Simple name. A sequence of letters, numbers and/or '_', starting with a letter
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1

•

DestinationHierarchy (optional)
Name of the destination InterfaceTypes Hierarchy. It is optional if the destination InterfaceType
name is unique among InterfaceTypes. Otherwise, it must be specified.
Syntax: Simple name. A sequence of letters, numbers and/or '_', starting with a letter
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1

•

DestinationInterfaceType (optional)
Name of a code in the destination InterfaceTypes Hierarchy.
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Syntax: Simple name. A sequence of letters, numbers and/or '_', starting with a letter
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1
•

OriginContext (optional)
Specification of which Processors are to be used to match the Origin part of the context.
Syntax: Processors. An expression allowing the specification of several processors in a row (. or
.. separated list of processor simple names)
Examples: {a}b, {a}b{c}, aa{b}aa, {a}, .., ..Crop, Farm..Crop, Farm.., ..Farm..

•

DestinationContext (optional)
Specification of which Processors are to be used to match the Destination part of the context.
Syntax: Processors. An expression allowing the specification of several processors in a row (. or
.. separated list of processor simple names)
Examples: {a}b, {a}b{c}, aa{b}aa, {a}, .., ..Crop, Farm..Crop, Farm.., ..Farm..

•

Scale (mandatory)
Linear scale transform from origin to destination. Both origin and destination can appear
multiple times, so the multiplicity potentially can be many to many.
Syntax: Arithmetic-boolean expression. A formula combining parameters, numbers, strings and
booleans with arithmetic (+-*/) and boolean (AND, OR, NOT) operators. Some functions are also
implemented (sin, cos currently)
Examples: p1*3.14, 5*(0.3*p1), ?p1>3 -> 'T1', p1<=3 -> 'T2'?, a_code

•

OriginUnit (optional)
Specification of unit for which the scale factor is valid. If quantities for Interfaces are expressed
in other physically equivalent unit, automatic unit conversion will be performed before the
scaling.
Syntax: Unit name. The abbreviation of a valid unit name.
Examples: kg, m^2, ha, hours, km^2

•

DestinationUnit (optional)
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Specification of unit (destination) for which the scale factor is valid. If quantities for Interfaces
are expressed in other physically equivalent unit, automatic unit conversion will be performed
before the scaling.
Syntax: Unit name. The abbreviation of a valid unit name.
Examples: kg, m^2, ha, hours, km^2

9.4.2 Input commands
Code Hierarchies (or Code List) -directed- Mapping – CodeHierarchiesMapping
Once -at least- two hierarchies are defined, with this command it is possible to specify a correspondence
between codes of one of them, called origin, into codes of the second, called destination. The mapping
has a direction, from origin to destination. To define the reverse mapping, an additional definition is
needed. The correspondence can be one to one (simple relabeling), many to one, or many to many. The
format permits defining several (all) mappings in the same worksheet, although it is also possible to
split definitions at convenience.
Semantics
Considering formal codes those defined by external datasets and semantic codes those defined to
account inside MuSIASEM case studies, mappings of hierarchies can be applied in different situations:
•

•
•

Formal to semantic bridging, and formal to formal. Mapping can be used to add dimensions to
external datasets having a dimension matching the origin hierarchy. Using DatasetQuery the
resulting dataset can have the destination hierarchy as a new dimension.
Semantic to formal. Using the analytical tools, mappings can transform internal codification
schemes to others.
Semantic to semantic. These mappings do not apply in this case. Relations between processors
and changes of scale for interface types are the mechanisms to achieve this.

Fields
•

OriginDataset (optional)
Dataset containing the definition of the hierarchy (for hierarchies defined through importing
datasets).
Syntax: External dataset name

•

OriginHierarchy (mandatory)
Name of the origin Hierarchy.
Syntax: Simple name. A sequence of letters, numbers and/or '_', starting with a letter
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Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1
•

OriginCode (mandatory)
Name of a code in the origin Hierarchy.
Syntax: Code string. A sequence of letters, numbers and/or '_' '-'
Examples: a1, a-1, 10-011, a_23

•

DestinationHierarchy (mandatory)
Name of the destination Hierarchy.
Syntax: Simple name. A sequence of letters, numbers and/or '_', starting with a letter
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1

•

DestinationCode (mandatory)
Name of a code in the destination Hierarchy.
Syntax: Code string. A sequence of letters, numbers and/or '_' '-'
Examples: a1, a-1, 10-011, a_23

•

Weight (mandatory)
Weight permits splitting an origin code in more than one destination codes, or simply change
the scale of an origin code into the destination code. If a code is split the sum should not be
more than one. Expressions using parameters are permitted. In case “weight” is left empty, it is
equivalent to specifying “1”.
Syntax: Arithmetic-boolean expression. A formula combining parameters, numbers, strings and
booleans with arithmetic (+-*/) and boolean (AND, OR, NOT) operators. Some functions are also
implemented (sin, cos currently)
Examples: p1*3.14, 5*(0.3*p1), ?p1>3 -> 'T1', p1<=3 -> 'T2'?, a_code

Code Hierarchies (or Code Lists) – CodeHierarchies
The purpose of Hierarchies command is the definition of hierarchies of codes, which can be used in
mappings or to constrain the definition of attributes in entities. The format permits defining several (all)
hierarchies in the same worksheet, although it is also possible to split definitions at convenience.
External datasets bring into the case study hierarchies which do not need to appear explicitly in the
workbook.
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Semantics
The command can be used to define Hierarchies, the Codes inside them, and HierarchyGroups
containing one or more Hierarchies. These concepts are borrowed from SDMX, with some
simplifications. For instance, SDMX uses Code Lists and Hierarchical Code Lists, the command uses just
Hierarchies which, depending on the values of certain fields (HierarchyGroup and ReferredHierarchy)
construct a Code List or a Hierarchical Code List. Hierarchies can be used to define the domain of an
attribute or a Concept in a Dataset; Codes in hierarchies can be used to define values of attributes.
Fields
•

Source (optional)
Data producing source defining the hierarchy. For instance “Eurostat” or “FAO”.
Syntax: Hierarchical name. One or more 'simple names' (sequence of letters, numbers and/or
'_' starting with a letter), separated by '.'
Examples: p1, p1.p2, wind_farm, WF1.WindTurbine

•

HierarchyGroup (optional)
Name of a group of hierarchies. Because hierarchies must be members of a HierarchyGroup,
when left blank, the Hierarchy name is passed to the HierarchyGroup. At the same time, this
means that the Hierarchy is a Code List which is also a base hierarchy, whose codes can be
rearranged/reorganized by Hierarchies referring to them.
Syntax: Simple name. A sequence of letters, numbers and/or '_', starting with a letter
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1

•

Hierarchy (mandatory)
Name of a hierarchy. The name must be unique inside the group.
Syntax: Simple name. A sequence of letters, numbers and/or '_', starting with a letter
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1

•

Level (optional)
Name of a level in a hierarchy. Codes in a Hierarchy can be grouped in levels, this field allows
specifying this.
Syntax: Alphanumeric string. A sequence of letters and/or numbers
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Examples: abc, 123, abc123, 123abc
•

ReferredHierarchy (optional)
Name of the base Hierarchy -Code List- where the code is defined originally. Optional when
defining a base Hierarchy -Code List-, mandatory when defining Hierarchical Code List.
Syntax: Hierarchical name. One or more 'simple names' (sequence of letters, numbers and/or
'_' starting with a letter), separated by '.'
Examples: p1, p1.p2, wind_farm, WF1.WindTurbine

•

Code (optional)
The formal name of a node in the hierarchy. This name can be used later in different places: the
creation of hierarchical code lists, values in attributes, expressions... .
Syntax: Code string. A sequence of letters, numbers and/or '_' '-'
Examples: a1, a-1, 10-011, a_23

•

ParentCode (optional)
If the code being defined does not have parent the value is empty, if not, specify the parent
Code.
Syntax: Code string. A sequence of letters, numbers and/or '_' '-'
Examples: a1, a-1, 10-011, a_23

•

Label (optional)
A label that will be used when elaborating datasets or visualizations.
Syntax: Unquoted string. Any string

•

Description (optional)
A free description optionally used for readability.
Syntax: Unquoted string. Any string

•

Expression (optional)
A simple arithmetic expression referring to codes in the same hierarchy. No circular references
allowed.
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Syntax: Expression for hierarchies
•

GeolocationRef (optional)
The ID of a 'geographic dataset' reference.
Syntax: Reference. An optionally square bracketed '[]' simple name (sequence of letters,
numbers and/or '_' starting with a letter)
Examples: [Auth2017], Auth2017, Roeg1971

•

GeolocationCode (optional)
When “Code” does not identify a feature in the referred dataset, this field can be used.
Syntax: Code string. A sequence of letters, numbers and/or '_' '-'
Examples: a1, a-1, 10-011, a_23

•

Attributes (optional)
A list of freely definable attributes attached to the code. Columns with a header starting in “@”
are considered attribute columns that are appended to the list of attributes.
Syntax: Key=Value list. A list of comma separated 'Key=Value', where 'Key' is a simple name and
'Value' an arithmetic-boolean expression optionally referencing previously declared parameters
Examples: level='n+1', a=5*p1, b=[Auth2017], c=?p1>3 -> 'T1', p1<=3 -> 'T2'?

Parameters – Parameters
Specify numeric values which can change. These values have a name which can be used in expressions
assigned to factors in processors.
Semantics
Each row defines a separate Parameter. When one of them is modified, expressions in which they are
used are updated.
Fields
•

Parameter (mandatory)
Name of the parameter. Must be unique across the case study.
Syntax: Simple name. A sequence of letters, numbers and/or '_', starting with a letter
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Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1
•

Type (mandatory)
Type of the parameter.
Syntax: One of: Number, Code, Boolean, String
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1

•

Domain (optional)
Set of potential values for the parameter. Mandatory for “Code”, an optional range for
“Number”.
Syntax: Domain definition. Either the name of a Code Hierarchy or a numeric interval, using []
for closed and () for open
Examples: p1, wind_farm, [-3.2, 4), (1, 2.3]

•

Value (optional)
Either a literal value or a conditional list of expressions which can have other parameters
(declared previously). An empty value is permitted because “Solver” command can define -or
redefine- parameters.
Syntax: Arithmetic-boolean expression. A formula combining parameters, numbers, strings and
booleans with arithmetic (+-*/) and boolean (AND, OR, NOT) operators. Some functions are also
implemented (sin, cos currently)
Examples: p1*3.14, 5*(0.3*p1), ?p1>3 -> 'T1', p1<=3 -> 'T2'?, a_code

•

Group (optional)
Name of the group of parameters to which the current parameter is a member of, just for
readability.
Syntax: Simple name. A sequence of letters, numbers and/or '_', starting with a letter
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1

•

Description (optional)
A description of the meaning and intent of the parameter.
Syntax: Unquoted string. Any string
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•

Attributes (optional)
A list of freely definable attributes attached to the parameter. Columns with a header starting
in “@” are considered attribute columns that are appended to the list of attributes.
Syntax: Key=Value list. A list of comma separated 'Key=Value', where 'Key' is a simple name and
'Value' an arithmetic-boolean expression optionally referencing previously declared parameters
Examples: level='n+1', a=5*p1, b=[Auth2017], c=?p1>3 -> 'T1', p1<=3 -> 'T2'?

(custom) Dataset Definition – DatasetDef
It is quite usual that people involved in elaborating case studies need to customize a dataset initially
provided by a statistical agency because either data are not available or they are considered incorrect.
Also, exists the possibility of integrating the information of multiple sources or even not having any
information at all. Whatever the case, this command allows defining the structure of a custom dataset
which can be integrated into different commands as a full-fledged dataset, by a specifying the concepts
(a term borrowed from SDMX) composing it, and the location of data.
Semantics
A Dataset Definition defines the structure of the Dataset with the aim of making it usable in later
commands.
Fields
•

Dataset (mandatory)
Name of the custom dataset.
Syntax: Simple name. A sequence of letters, numbers and/or '_', starting with a letter
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1

•

DatasetDataLocation (mandatory)
Location of data of this dataset. If data is embedded in the same spreadsheet (DatasetData
command), “data://” must be used. If not, the location of a publicly available CSV or XLSX file
must be provided, using a URL. If a XLSX file is used, the worksheet name to be used is specified
appending to the URL the character “#” and the name of the worksheet. If the worksheet is local,
the syntax “data://#” followed by the “DatasetData” worksheet name can be used.
Syntax: URL. A valid URL (search for URL syntax elsewhere)
Examples:
https://www.magic-nexus.eu,
https://jupyter.data.magic-nexus.eu

https://nextcloud.data.magic-nexus.eu/,
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•

ConceptType (mandatory)
Empty for the Dataset header row, One of the allowed values to define a concept.
Syntax: One of: Dimension, Measure, Attribute
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1

•

Concept (mandatory)
Name of the Concept being defined.
Syntax: Simple name. A sequence of letters, numbers and/or '_', starting with a letter
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1

•

ConceptDataType (mandatory)
Data-type of the Concept.
Syntax: One of: Number, Boolean, URL, UUID, Datetime, String, UnitName, Code, Geo
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1

•

ConceptDomain (optional)
Allows constraining the values of a concept. Dimensions typically are “Code”, so a Hierarchy
name must be specified. Measures are normally “Numbers”, here an interval could be stated.
Mandatory if “ConceptDataType” is “Code”.
Syntax: Domain definition. Either the name of a Code Hierarchy or a numeric interval, using []
for closed and () for open
Examples: p1, wind_farm, [-3.2, 4), (1, 2.3]

•

ConceptDescription (optional)
Description of the dataset (first appearance of the dataset) or Concept (following rows).
Syntax: Unquoted string. Any string

•

ConceptAttributes (optional)
A list of freely definable attributes attached to the dataset or concept.
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Syntax: Key=Value list. A list of comma separated 'Key=Value', where 'Key' is a simple name and
'Value' an arithmetic-boolean expression optionally referencing previously declared parameters
Examples: level='n+1', a=5*p1, b=[Auth2017], c=?p1>3 -> 'T1', p1<=3 -> 'T2'?
Dataset Data – DatasetData
Custom datasets need the means to specify the data contained in it. As it was mentioned in the Dataset
Definition command (DatasetDataLocation field), they can store its data in a CSV file, out of the
spreadsheet or in the same spreadsheet, using this command. To do so, create the command
'DatasetData' appending the dataset name, e.g., 'DatasetData WaterPerCountry', then in the header
line write the names of the concepts (dimensions and measures) matching those in a preceding
DatasetDef command.
Semantics
Data in this command is attached to a dataset whose structure has been declared previously (using a
'DatasetDef' command). The completed dataset (structure+data) can now be used in different ways:
feed it into a Dataset Query command, directly export it or Dataset Expansion in MuSIASEM commands
allowing it (BareProcessors, InterfaceTypes, Interfaces, ProcessorScalings, Relationships,
ScalarBenchmarks, ScalarIndicators, ScaleChangeMap).
Fields
Dataset Query – DatasetQry
It is possible to assimilate a dataset from supported external data sources (like Eurostat). The available
command will perform five steps:
•
•
•
•
•

Import: Downloads the dataset from the data source, using a cache to speed up the operation.
Filter: used to keep measures in cells matching any of the categories specified in the filter,
from native or new dimensions.
Join new dimensions: Using previously defined category mappings, this part of the command
can create new dimensions with internal (case study) categories.
Compose output dataset dimensions: Enumerate which dimensions will remain in the output
dataset
Aggregates: once the measures are obtained they can be aggregated grouping by one or more
dimensions, to elaborate a data cube having fewer dimensions. The aggregation functions are
for instance a sum or an arithmetic average.

Semantics
The command can be considered to perform a simple SQL “Select” operation consisting in importing an
already available dataset, from one of the supported data sources (Eurostat, FAO, OECD, …) (the FROM
clause of the SQL Select), filtering it (the WHERE clause), then selecting both output dimensions and
aggregation functions for measures that will be in the output (SELECT part of the clause, with all the
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output dimensions plus measures affected by aggregation functions, and accompanied with GROUP BY
clause enumerating the output dimensions). The result is stored in an internal dataset which can be
expanded or exported as another output result.
Fields
•

InputDataset (optional)
Name of the dataset used as input (only one dataset can be specified, the first in the column,
others are ignored).
Syntax: External dataset name

•

AvailableAtDateTime (optional)
Date and time of the version preceding the specified date. (Currently not considered).
Syntax: Unquoted string. Any string

•

StartTime (optional)
Starting year.
Syntax: Time expression. Serves to specify a year or a month, or an interval from year to year,
or from month to month when the value is the accumulation for the period. It allows the generic
'Year' or 'Month' when the information is valid
Examples: Year, 2017, Month, 2017-05 - 2018-01, 5-2017, 5-2017 - 2018-1, 2017-2018

•

EndTime (optional)
Ending year.
Syntax: Time expression. Serves to specify a year or a month, or an interval from year to year,
or from month to month when the value is the accumulation for the period. It allows the generic
'Year' or 'Month' when the information is valid
Examples: Year, 2017, Month, 2017-05 - 2018-01, 5-2017, 5-2017 - 2018-1, 2017-2018

•

ResultDimensions (optional)
Below this column header, a series of dimension names can be enumerated, which will not
appear in the resulting data cube grouping values using the aggregation function.
Syntax: Simple name. A sequence of letters, numbers and/or '_', starting with a letter
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Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1
•

ResultMeasures (optional)
A list of measures to include in the resulting data cube. Measure names can appear multiple
times. If empty, ALL measures are included.
Syntax: Simple name. A sequence of letters, numbers and/or '_', starting with a letter
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1

•

ResultMeasuresAggregation (optional)
The functions recognized are: "sum", "avg", "count", "sumna" (sum ignoring not available),
"countav" (count only defined elements), "avgna", "pctna" (percentage of not available with
regard to the total number of elements -available or not-). Measures and aggregation functions
form pairs (measure- aggregation function).
Syntax: One of: Sum, Avg, Count, SumNA, CountAv, AvgNA, PctNA
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1

•

ResultMeasureName (optional)
For each measure, an alias with the name of the output column can be specified. If not, the
output column is a composition of the measure name and the aggregation function.
Syntax: Simple name. A sequence of letters, numbers and/or '_', starting with a letter
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1

•

OutputDataset (optional)
Name of the dataset variable that will contain the result. This dataset will be available internally
(dataset expansion) and as output dataset (to download it).
Syntax: Simple name. A sequence of letters, numbers and/or '_', starting with a letter
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1

9.4.3 Analysis commands
Problem Statement – ProblemStatement
The problem statement serves to specify one or more scenarios to solve in batch. Scenarios are
characterized by a name and a set of parameter values. When this command is not specified, the solver
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assumes a single scenarios using the values of parameters as they were defined in Parameters
commands.
Semantics
If ProblemStatement defines one or more scenarios (characterized by a set of parameters), the solver
will repeat the calculations for each of the parameter values specified by them. The starting values for
parameters are those defined in the Parameters command. Each scenario then sets or overwrites
parameters with the specified values. If no ProblemStatement command exists, the solver will assume
a single scenario with the values of parameters in the Parameters command.
Fields
•

Scenario (optional)
Name of the scenario.
Syntax: Simple name. A sequence of letters, numbers and/or '_', starting with a letter
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1

•

Parameter (mandatory)
Name of the parameter that is being modified.
Syntax: Simple name. A sequence of letters, numbers and/or '_', starting with a letter
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1

•

Value (mandatory)
Syntax: Expression, or list of simple names

•

Description (optional)
Explanation of the value or the intent of the scenario.
Syntax: Unquoted string. Any string

(Scalar) Benchmarks – ScalarBenchmarks
Benchmarks are simple categorizations used to assess how fit are scalar indicators relative to expected
or normal values obtained from experience in preceding systems used as calibration or reference.
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Semantics
The benchmark can be used multiple times for different scalar indicators or occurrences of the same
scalar local indicators for different processors, to qualitatively visualize performance. Also, one or more
stakeholders may be interested or adhered to a benchmark. This can serve to elaborate later decision
structures organized by stakeholder.
Fields
•

BenchmarkGroup (optional)
To which of the set of predefined groups this benchmark is member of.
Syntax: One of: Feasibility, Viability, Desirability
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1

•

Stakeholders (optional)
A list of names that can be used to frame which stakeholders consider/use this benchmark.
Syntax: Attributes list expression
Examples: p1, p1, wind_farm

•

Benchmark (mandatory)
Name of the benchmark.
Syntax: Simple name. A sequence of letters, numbers and/or '_', starting with a letter
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1

•

Range (mandatory)
Numeric interval capturing one of the categories of the benchmark.
Syntax: A numeric range, with left and right limit, using [] for closed and () for open.
Examples: [-3.2, 4), (1, 2.3]

•

Unit (mandatory)
The unit under which the range is expressed.
Syntax: Unit name. The abbreviation of a valid unit name.
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Examples: kg, m^2, ha, hours, km^2
•

Category (mandatory)
A relatively formal name that can be used later to elaborate visualizations (color, icon, ...)
Syntax: Simple name. A sequence of letters, numbers and/or '_', starting with a letter
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1

•

Label (mandatory)
A short string sketching the level or category inside the benchmark.
Syntax: Unquoted string. Any string

•

Description (optional)
Description of the category or the benchmark.
Syntax: Unquoted string. Any string

Scalar Indicators – ScalarIndicators
Indicators are quantities (scalar or matrix) designed to measure the performance of a case study using
formulas in which observations are aggregated and operated. “Scalar indicators” command enables
defining expressions operating on either local or global quantities, and resolving to a single number.
Semantics
Each scalar indicator tries to match the variables mentioned in the formula. Local indicators look for
Interfaces in it, while formulas in global indicators can refer to a set of interfaces in a set of processors
(double set), which must be aggregated then operated with arithmetic operators. Local indicators are
attached to each processor, global indicators are kept in a separate global area.
Fields
•

Indicator (mandatory)
Name for the indicator, will appear in result matrices
Syntax: Simple name. A sequence of letters, numbers and/or '_', starting with a letter
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1

•

Local (mandatory)
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'Yes' if the formula for the indicator uses values attached to a single processor. 'No' if it is a
formula referring to values in the whole model. Only 'Yes' allowed currently.
Syntax: One of: Yes, No
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1
•

Formula (mandatory)
Arithmetic expression to calculate the indicator. If it is local, it can refer to interface names and
also to scenario parameters.
Syntax: Expression for scalar local or global indicators

•

Benchmarks (optional)
Name of benchmarks under which the indicator is framed.
Syntax: Attributes list expression
Examples: p1, p1, wind_farm

•

Description (optional)
Meaning of the indicator.
Syntax: Unquoted string. Any string

Matrix Indicators – MatrixIndicators
Indicators are quantities (scalar or matrix) designed to measure the performance of a case study using
formulas in which observations are aggregated and operated. “Matrix indicators” command enables
building matrices gathering information from a set of processors. The rows of the matrix are the
processors, while in the columns both interfaces and indicators can be arranged.
Semantics
Matrix indicators result in Datasets aimed at summarizing aspects of the case study, for human analysis.
They can be tailored to form End Use or Environmental Pressure matrices.
Fields
•

Indicator (mandatory)
Name of the matrix indicator.
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Syntax: Simple name. A sequence of letters, numbers and/or '_', starting with a letter
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1
•

Scope (optional)
Used to enable quantifying openness.
Syntax: One of: Total, Internal, External
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1

•

Processors (optional)
Used to obtain a set of processors for the rows of the matrix.
Syntax: Processors selector expression

•

Interfaces (optional)
Interfaces to place in the columns of the matrix.
Syntax: Attributes list expression
Examples: p1, p1, wind_farm

•

Indicators (optional)
Local scalar indicators to place in the columns of the matrix.
Syntax: Attributes list expression
Examples: p1, p1, wind_farm

•

Attributes (optional)
Attributes (from processor) to place in the columns of the matrix.
Syntax: Attributes list expression
Examples: p1, p1, wind_farm

•

Description (optional)
Intent of the indicator.
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Syntax: Unquoted string. Any string

9.4.4 Metadata commands
Metadata – Metadata
A set of fields allowing the contextualization of a case study file with respect to other case studies, by
using fields of the Dublin Core schema, so a “metadata.xml” file, defined in the DMP, can be produced,
packaged and published along with the case study.
Semantics
The metadata record created by the Metadata command can be used to search for the case study ones
archived because it has the list of basic Dublin Core metadata fields.
Fields
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Case study name (string) (optional). Dublin Core field: “title”
Case study code (string) (mandatory). The code must follow the convention of case study
coding specified in the DMP. Dublin Core field: “title”
Title (string) (mandatory). Dublin Core field: “title”
Subject, topic and/or keywords (string) (optional). Dublin Core field: “subject”
Description (string) (optional). Dublin Core field: “description”
Geographical level (string) (optional). Dublin Core field: “description”. Possible values are:
local, regional or region, country, Europe, sectoral or sector.
Dimensions (string) (mandatory). Dublin Core field: “subject”. Possible values are: water,
energy, food, land, climate.
Reference documentation (string) (optional). Dublin Core field: “source”.
Authors (string) (mandatory). Dublin Core field: “creator”.
Date of elaboration (string) (mandatory). Dublin Core field: “date”.
Temporal situation (string) (mandatory). Dublin Core field: “coverage”.
Geographical location (string) (mandatory). Dublin Core field: “coverage”.
DOI (string) (optional). Dublin Core field: “identifier”.
Language (string) (mandatory). Dublin Core field: “language”. Possible values are: English
Restriction level (string) (mandatory). Dublin Core field: -. Possible values are: internal,
confidential, public.
Version (string) (mandatory). Dublin Core field: -.

Pedigree Matrix – Pedigree
When specifying quantities for interfaces it is allowed to qualify them using NUSAP fields. The
PedigreeMatrix field references a Pedigree Matrix which contains the key to translate the encoded
Pedigree. Elements in columns are referenced using an integer number starting from 0 and up to the
number of elements of that column. Each column of the matrix is assigned a label.
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Semantics
A Pedigree Matrix is just a record containing a set of aspects, where each aspect is a scale made of a list
of levels. The Pedigree Matrix can later be referenced (when specifying Interfaces) to translate a code.
Fields
•
•

Code (mandatory). A sequence of integers, ranging from 0 (bottom) to the number of
categories (top).
<Aspect name> (at least one is mandatory). Below a list of categories. See the example below.

Figure 4: example for the specification of a pedigree matrix.
Provenance description Reference – RefProvenance
References are containers of information which can be cited in certain fields of commands, using a
special ID field. Provenance references are one of the supported reference types, which can be used in
“Source” fields, when information has been gathered from the mentioned reference. The fields are a
simplification of the ontology W3C “Provenance Recommendation”, using the bare starting point terms,
https://www.w3.org/TR/2013/REC-prov-o-20130430/#description-starting-point-terms.
Semantics
Provenance references when cited in the “Source” field of “Interfaces” command are considered a type
of Observer, serving to put in context the quantification provided for a specific Interface.
Fields
•

RefID (mandatory)
A unique name for the reference.
Syntax: Simple name. A sequence of letters, numbers and/or '_', starting with a letter
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1

•

ProvenanceFileURL (optional)
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URL of a file containing a PROV-XML full description of the provenance.
Syntax: URL. A valid URL (search for URL syntax elsewhere)
Examples:
https://www.magic-nexus.eu,
https://jupyter.data.magic-nexus.eu
•

https://nextcloud.data.magic-nexus.eu/,

AgentType (mandatory)
Text for field agent_type in command ref_provenance
Syntax: One of: Person, Software, Organization
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1

•

Agent (mandatory)
A description of which is the main agent (something able to perform activities).
Syntax: Unquoted string. Any string

•

Activities (mandatory)
A description of the activities (processes) carried out.
Syntax: Unquoted string. Any string

•

Entities (optional)
A description of the entities (information objects) used to elaborate the information.
Syntax: Unquoted string. Any string

Geographic Dataset Reference – RefGeographic
References are containers of information which can be cited in certain fields of commands, using a
special ID field. Geographical dataset references are one of the supported reference types, and can be
used in “GeolocationRef” fields of Code Hierarchies, Processors and Interfaces, to assign a spatial
dataset to each entity. The fields simplify the available names and conventions of ISO 19115 profile
defined by Inspire.
Semantics
Geographical references define the metadata of a geographical dataset, plus maybe the data itself.
When cited in the “GeolocationRef” field of Code Hierarchies, the “Code” field automatically defines
the geometrical shape, because the code is assumed to be the key to access that information, or the
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specific “GeolocationCode” can be specified if there is a change. For “BareProcessors”, “Interfaces” and
“Relationships” commands, this referencing (“GeolocationRef” field again) informs about the dataset,
and to determine which feature in corresponds to the MuSIASEM concept (Processor, Interface,
Relationship) a geometrical shape an ID has to be specified using the “GeolocationCode” field. This
information can later be used to prepare visualizations with geographical maps or processes using this
geographical information.
Fields
•

RefID (mandatory)
A unique reference name.
Syntax: Simple name. A sequence of letters, numbers and/or '_', starting with a letter
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1

•

GeoLayerURL (optional)
Location of a vector layer in a supported format (GeoJSON currently).
Syntax: URL. A valid URL (search for URL syntax elsewhere)
Examples:
https://www.magic-nexus.eu,
https://jupyter.data.magic-nexus.eu

•

https://nextcloud.data.magic-nexus.eu/,

Title (mandatory)
Title.
Syntax: Unquoted string. Any string

•

Description (optional)
Description.
Syntax: Unquoted string. Any string

•

BoundingBox (optional)
Extents of the dataset expressed in: west and east longitudes, south and north latitudes
(WGS84), using decimal degrees with at least two decimals.
Syntax: Unquoted string. Any string

•

TopicCategory (optional)
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It is a free string, although one or more of the following should be used: "Farming", "Biota",
"Boundaries", "Climatology", "Meteorology", "Atmosphere", "Economy", "Elevation",
"Environment", "GeoscientificInformation", "Health", "Imagery", "BaseMaps", "EarthCover",
"Intelligence", "Military", "InlandWaters", "Location", "Oceans", "Planning", "Cadastre",
"Society", "Structure", "Transportation", "Utilities", "Communication".
Syntax: One of: Farming, Biota, Boundaries, Climatology, Meteorology, Atmosphere, Economy,
Elevation, Environment, GeoscientificInformation, Health, Imagery, BaseMaps, EarthCover,
Intelligence, Military, InlandWaters, Location, Oceans, Planning, Cadastre, Society, Structure,
Transportation, Utilities, Communication
•

TemporalExtent (optional)
Temporal period covered by the layer.
Syntax: Unquoted string. Any string

•

PointOfContact (optional)
Address of responsible organization/person.
Syntax: Unquoted string. Any string

•

Type (optional)
Just 'dataset' allowed.
Syntax: One of: dataset

Bibliographic Reference – RefBibliographic
References are containers of information which can be cited in certain fields of commands, using a
special ID field. Bibliographic references are one of the supported reference types, which can be used
in “Source” fields, when information has been gathered directly from the cited document. The fields
follow the names and conventions of BibTeX entries, see:
https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/LaTeX/Bibliography_Management.
Semantics
Bibliographic references when cited in the “Source” field of “Interfaces” command are considered a
type of Observer, serving to put in context the quantification provided for a specific Interface.
Fields
•

RefID (mandatory)
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A unique name for the reference.
Syntax: Simple name. A sequence of letters, numbers and/or '_', starting with a letter
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1
•

BibFileURL (optional)
URL of a BibTeX file containing one or more bibliographic references. The RefID must match one
of the references in this file.
Syntax: URL. A valid URL (search for URL syntax elsewhere)
Examples:
https://www.magic-nexus.eu,
https://jupyter.data.magic-nexus.eu

•

https://nextcloud.data.magic-nexus.eu/,

EntryType (mandatory)
The type of bibliographic reference (Wikipedia).
Syntax: One of: article, book, booklet, conference, inbook, incollection, inproceedings, manual,
mastersthesis, misc, phdtesis, proceedings, techreport, unpublished

•

Address (optional)
Publisher's address (usually just the city, but can be the full address for lesser-known publishers)
(Wikipedia).
Syntax: Unquoted string. Any string

•

Annote (optional)
An annotation for annotated bibliography styles (not typical) (Wikipedia).
Syntax: Unquoted string. Any string

•

Author (mandatory)
The name(s) of the author(s) (in the case of more than one author, separated by and)
(Wikipedia).
Syntax: Unquoted string. Any string

•

BookTitle (mandatory)
The title of the book, if only part of it is being cited (Wikipedia).
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Syntax: Unquoted string. Any string
•

Chapter (mandatory)
The chapter number (Wikipedia).
Syntax: Unquoted string. Any string

•

CrossRef (optional)
The key of the cross-referenced entry (Wikipedia).
Syntax: Unquoted string. Any string

•

Edition (optional)
The edition of a book, long form (such as "First" or "Second") (Wikipedia).
Syntax: Unquoted string. Any string

•

Editor (mandatory)
The name(s) of the editor(s) (Wikipedia).
Syntax: Unquoted string. Any string

•

HowPublished (optional)
How it was published, if the publishing method is nonstandard (Wikipedia).
Syntax: Unquoted string. Any string

•

Institution (mandatory)
The institution that was involved in the publishing, but not necessarily the publisher (Wikipedia).
Syntax: Unquoted string. Any string

•

Journal (mandatory)
The journal or magazine the work was published in (Wikipedia).
Syntax: Unquoted string. Any string

•

Key (optional)
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A hidden field used for specifying or overriding the alphabetical order of entries (when the
"author" and "editor" fields are missing). Note that this is very different from the key (mentioned
just after this list) that is used to cite or cross-reference the entry. (Wikipedia).
Syntax: Unquoted string. Any string
•

Month (optional)
The month of publication (or, if unpublished, the month of creation) (Wikipedia).
Syntax: One of: Jan, Feb, Mar, Apr, May, Jun, Jul, Aug, Sep, Oct, Nov, Dec
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1

•

Note (optional)
Miscellaneous extra information (Wikipedia).
Syntax: Unquoted string. Any string

•

Number (optional)
The "(issue) number" of a journal, magazine, or tech-report, if applicable. Note that this is not
the "article number" assigned by some journals. (Wikipedia).
Syntax: Unquoted string. Any string

•

Organization (optional)
The conference sponsor (Wikipedia).
Syntax: Unquoted string. Any string

•

Pages (mandatory)
Page numbers, separated either by commas or double-hyphens. (Wikipedia).
Syntax: Unquoted string. Any string

•

Publisher (mandatory)
The publisher's name (Wikipedia).
Syntax: Unquoted string. Any string

•

School (mandatory)
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The school where the thesis was written (Wikipedia).
Syntax: Unquoted string. Any string
•

Series (optional)
The series of books the book was published in (Wikipedia).
Syntax: Unquoted string. Any string

•

Title (mandatory)
The title of the work (Wikipedia).
Syntax: Unquoted string. Any string

•

Type (optional)
The field overriding the default type of publication (e.g. "Research Note" for techreport, "{PhD}
dissertation" for phdthesis, "Section" for inbook/incollection) (Wikipedia).
Syntax: Unquoted string. Any string

•

URL (optional)
Text for field url in command ref_bibliographic
Syntax: URL. A valid URL (search for URL syntax elsewhere)
Examples:
https://www.magic-nexus.eu,
https://jupyter.data.magic-nexus.eu

•

https://nextcloud.data.magic-nexus.eu/,

Volume (mandatory)
The volume of a journal or multi-volume book (Wikipedia).
Syntax: Unquoted string. Any string

•

Year (mandatory)

The year of publication (or, if unpublished, the year of creation) (Wikipedia).
Syntax: Unquoted string. Any string
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9.4.5 Convenience commands
List of Commands – ListOfCommands
Command worksheets must have a fixed “worksheet name” prefix plus a text or parameters. “list of
commands” is a special command allowing to freely name commands which do not have parameters in
the
name.
NOTE: the order of execution cannot be changed, i.e., commands will be executed as the order of
worksheets in the workbook, not on the list.
Semantics
Names of worksheets in the list will be interpreted as the specified command.
Fields
•

Worksheet (mandatory)
Name of the worksheet.
Syntax: Unquoted string. Any string

•

Command (mandatory)
Name of one of the supported commands.
Syntax:
One
of:
References,
Metadata,
Pedigree,
CodeHierarchiesMapping,
HierarchiesMapping, CodeHierarchies, Hierarchies, Parameters, Params, DatasetDef,
InterfaceTypes,
BareProcessors,
Interfaces,
Relationships,
Relationship,
Flows,
ProcessorScalings, ProcessorScaling, ScaleChangeMap, ScaleChangeMaps, ProblemStatement,
ScalarBenchmarks,
ScalarIndicators,
MatrixIndicators,
DatasetData,
DatasetQry,
PedigreeMatrices, RefProvenance, RefGeographic, RefGeography, RefBibliographic,
RefBibliography, ListOfCommands, ImportCommands
Examples: p1, wind_farm, WF1

•

Comment (optional)
Description of the content of the worksheet.
Syntax: Unquoted string. Any string
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Import Commands – ImportCommands
If a workbook contains commands building part of a case study which is recognized as base for the
expression of functions in the Nexus, using this command they do not need to be copied every time but
a reference will include them as if they were explicitly in the current workbook.
Semantics
It considers the externally specified command workbooks as if they were in the current workbook,
analogously to “include”, “import”, “package” statements of languages like C, Java, Python, R. Circular
references are not allowed.
Fields
•

Workbook (optional)
URL of the workbook containing the commands to be reused.
Syntax: URL. A valid URL (search for URL syntax elsewhere)
Examples:
https://www.magic-nexus.eu,
https://jupyter.data.magic-nexus.eu

•

https://nextcloud.data.magic-nexus.eu/,

Worksheets (optional)
Comma separated list of worksheets in the workbook to import. If not specified, all commands
from the specified Workbook will be imported.
Syntax: Unquoted string. Any string
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10 Other formats
NIS is expected to enable the transformation of the model used internally (resulting after processing a
file following the case study format exposed along this document) into several data structure types or
file formats, containing part or all of the information inside the model.

10.1 Datasets: idempotent spreadsheet
Similar to the import capabilities (Dataset Definition and Dataset Query commands), NIS will allow
exporting datasets in a spreadsheet file, using commands enabling reproducing it:
●
●
●
●

Hierarchies
HierarchiesMapping
DatasetDef
DatasetData

10.2 JSON of commands
NIS translates each of the commands into a JSON equivalent. It is possible to specify commands directly
in this format (for machine to machine communication) or to export it (as an alternative to the “.xlsx”
format). The result is a text file encoding commands using a different arrangement. Readability and
maintainability are worse compared to the original spreadsheet.

10.3 JSON of entities
A function of NIS will allow obtaining a simplified “rendering” in JSON format, containing the elements
appearing in the accounting (it is possible to define helper processors, which do not appear; or to define
upscaling structures which are also not in the output). The expected format is described briefly below,
as a dictionary with the following elements:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Parameters. List of the different parameters.
Code hierarchies. List of the different code hierarchies.
Observers. List of the sources (provenance references).
InterfaceTypes. List of Interface types, to which Interface definition refers to.
InterfaceTypeConverts. List of scale change maps. (only if not solved)
Processors. A dictionary with the following elements:
○ Interfaces. A list of interfaces. Each Interface is a dictionary with the following elements:
■ InterfaceType
■ Observations. List of Qualified Quantities.
■ Attributes
○ Indicators (local)
○ Attributes
● Relationships. A list of each of the relationships, either processor-to-processor or interface-tointerface. Each relationship is a dictionary containing keys like relationship type, the origin and
destination element, weight of the relationship, etc.
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10.4 OWL ontologies
Semantic web technologies arise from the integration of web technologies and knowledge engineering.
OWL (Web Ontology Language) is the most important standard in the Semantic Web because it allows
defining an ontology: concepts, relations, instances, and axioms. Once an ontology is defined, different
operations can be applied: automatic reasoning, to obtain new facts (instances), to find incongruences;
browsing tools, to explore the ontology, querying tools, to find structures or data of interest, …
A function in NIS allows to obtain an OWL file once a model has been built and optionally solved. A very
preliminary. OWL ontology file is located in NextCloud internal repository (requiring login) at
https://nextcloud.data.magicnexus.eu/remote.php/webdav/NIS_beta/KnowledgeEngineeringFirstSteps/musiasem.owl.

10.5 Jupyter notebooks
Jupyter is a web environment enabling the preparation of interactive (including visualizations and
interactions) narrative documents by mixing text and formulas with live calculations and visualizations.
It is possible to enable NIS to export case study commands as an equivalent Jupyter notebook for Python
and R languages, so users with access to this programming languages may have another way of
preparing NIS case study models.

11 Useful resources
This Annex has been prepared to formally describe and specify a format which is difficult to understand
without the possibility of putting it in practice. This technical documentation is intended for reference
indeed, and as such it embeds only very succinct explanations on the application from the user’s
perspective. Therefore, a list of the tools to exploit the format as well as the helping resources available
by the end of the MAGIC project has been compiled and added in the following subsection.
Moreover, in order to help early adopters to switch to the last version of the format and also to
document the evolution of the format and the contextual advancements made about the analytical
approach in the scope of the MAGIC project, a timeline is supplied in the ending subsection.
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Tools using NIS format and explanatory materials
A quick reference to the tools enacting the formats: First and foremost, nis-backend which is the
software component capable of interpreting a workbook using NIS format and, producing results, if it
contains a correct declaration, while if not the output will report where problems have occurred. The
companion web-app nis-frontend is a simple user interface aimed at learning MuSIASEM and
building relatively simple case studies. nis-client is a Python component connecting to nisbackend which opens to a wealth of analytical tools, compatible with Python and R languages, like
Jupyter (experimented during the project), R-Studio (experimented during the project), qGIS, Tableau,
etc. Finally, nis-eda is a tool to explore the outputs and quickly elaborate indicators, whereas an
application based on tiddlywiki allows one to freely navigate contents, grammars (also via a visual
map) and the outputs of a case study. See the following table for the essential details and links.
Table 3: list of the tools related to the format available by the end of the MAGIC project.
Kind of tool:

Link to access:

nis-backend

Pyhton coded Rest-ful app, https://one.nis.magic-nexus.eu/nis_api/test
accessible via API

nis-frontend

GUI web-app

https://one.nis.magicnexus.eu/nis_client/login

nis-client

Python component

https://jupyter.data.magic-nexus.eu/
(proper access credentials required)

nis-eda

Suite of web-apps

https://aware.nis.magic-nexus.eu/

niscase_study_explorer

Non-linear web notebook

http://www.stad.unina.it/MAGIC/NIS_cs_ex
plorer1.html

Manual and video tutorials: The “How-to manual” (released as Annex 4 to D3.3; a live version is
accessible here) explains the practical use of the format with practical examples and also by the
development of two simplified case studies; it is useful for tutoring the adoption of the format and
could be used for learning it as well as how to exploit the tools nis-backend, nis-frontend, nisclient and nis-eda. The supporting material has been complemented with a series of video tutorials
(in Spanish) to sustain the declaration and elaboration of two MAGIC case studies, organized in the two
playlists below:
• NIS water case study about Canary Islands:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLxsZ6s6H0Q4pULtA1VUeVB1uMG4p60eMO
• NIS Biofuel case study:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLxsZ6s6H0Q4qjUhm9sqWX1WFNRMhS33GC
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Timeline of the evolution of command versions and related activities
The diagram and the table in the following page summarize how the NIS format and NIS tools have
coevolved.

Figure 5: the evolution of the NIS format among the project stages.
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Table 4: coevolution of the NIS concepts, format and tools during the project.
Time

Event

Where

April WP3 UninaGran
2016 ITC workshop Canaria
June Kick-off
2016 meeting
MuSIASEM
July summer
2016 school

Barcelona

Barcelona

WP3
October Taskforce
2016 meeting

Naples

December
2016 DMP tutorial

Online

How "NIS format" evolved

Tangible(s)

Learning about the complexity of the
problem at hand
Statement of case study
development workflow regarding
tools

Ideas on tools to use, data
structures
Presentation, graphical
modeling ideas

Learning MuSIASEM, comparing
- (learning)
different problem framings (by many Wiki initiative presented and
examples) singling out entities
started
Outdated software prototypes.
First software prototypes on
Graphical editor prototype;
modeling, ideas and GIS related
Modeling and visualization of
challenges
processors and factors
DMP support tools ready;
Presentation and recording of
webinar (1st DMP version
Structuring of case studies settled
already released)

Package "magic_box"
May 1st progress
Workbook form settled. Version 0 of (abandoned) inside "nis2017 meeting
Wageningen commands
backend" project
October Workshop on
2017 Data
April Workshop on
2018 NIS

"NIS vision" presented, planned
commands
Version 1 of commands, enacted by
"nis-backend", editable by "nisfrontend"

Document "NIS vision" and
presentations
"nis-backend" and "nisfrontend" projects, commits
around that date

Barcelona

Version 1 of commands (evolution to
version 2 started, from feedback at
workshop)
Version 2 of commands showed,
challenge to model several case
studies with them

"nis-backend" and "nisfrontend" projects, commits
around that date
"nis-backend" and "nisfrontend" projects, commits
around that date

Orlando
(USA)

Experimental ontology
representation, resulting from
translating NIS format to an
intermediate object model

"nis-backend" and "nisfrontend" projects, commits
around that date. Repositories
opened to Github

Version 2 of commands evolving,
enactment of NIS format aligned
with WP4
Follow-up of translation of case
studies to NIS format for calculation
of indicators

"nis-backend" and "nisfrontend" projects, commits
around that date

Short tutorial of NIS features and
practical use

NIS subprojects, commits
around that date

Naples

Barcelona

June 2nd progress
2018 meeting
Naples
February
2019 DMP week

March
2019 IMCIC 2019

May 3rd progress
2019 meeting
Enschede
February NISification
2020 week

Barcelona

March
2020 Final meeting Barcelona

May Former end of
2020 project
September Extended end
2020 of project
-

2 visual generators of "NIS format"
commands available: NIS-EDA
(indicators), embedded graphical
diagrams (MuSIASEM model)
(out of project) evolution to integrate
with dynamic simulators and with
LCA

NIS subprojects, commits
around that date

NIS subprojects, commits
around that date
NIS subprojects, commits
around that date
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